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PRESENTATION
Once again, through this annual report, we present a compendium of the activities organized
by the Casa de la India Foundation and the events in which Casa de la India has had the
privilege to participate and collaborate. In 2014 an intense programme was carried out in all
our areas of involvement (institutional, culture, education, and cooperation and enterprise)
to raise awareness in Spain of the diversity of Indian culture and society and to further ties
between the two countries
One of the institutional highlights for Casa de la India this year was the visit of the President
of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), Dr. Karan Singh, on April 11th. The main
purpose of his visit was to experience firsthand the workings of the Foundation which since
its creation has received the support of the Government of India through the ICCR. During
his visit to Valladolid, Dr. Karan Singh visited the Casa de la India centre, where he met with
the Board Members of the Foundation, presided by the Mayor of Valladolid, Francisco Javier
León de la Riva. Later in the day he gave a keynote lecture at the Santa Cruz Palace of the
University of Valladolid. Dr. Singh is a member of India’s Upper House of Parliament, the
Rajya Sabha, renowned author, erudite and philanthropist, and has held numerous official
posts in several of India’s governments throughout his distinguished career. His visit to
Casa de la India laid the groundwork for the formalisation of an important Memorandum of
Understanding between the ICCR, the Casa de la India Foundation, Valladolid City Council
and the University of Valladolid. The signing of this agreement at the Board Meeting held in
Valladolid on July 3rd, served to define ICCR`s support to the Casa de la India Foundation for
the period 2014 to 2018 and to formalise the incorporation of ICCR Director General Satish C.
Mehta to the Board as a vocal member. Later in the year the Board Members also welcomed
Vikram Misri as the new Ambassador of India to Spain who joined the Board at the meeting
held on December 1st.
In the cultural area we must highlight the homage paid by Casa de la India in the second half
of the year to the Indian musical genius Ravi Shankar, who sadly passed away in December
2012 and who had been a member of the Foundation’s Council of Honour. Members of the
public were able to learn firsthand about the legendary sitarist’s impressive artistic career
through "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music", a pioneering exhibition co-produced by Casa de la
India and Valladolid City Council’s Municipal Cultural Foundation in collaboration with the
Ravi Shankar Foundation (California) and the Ravi Shankar Centre (Delhi). This was the first
exhibition in the world to be produced in memory of the Indian musician after his demise and
offered a global vision of his life and artistic career from 1930 to 2012. The exhibition brought
together photographs and other materials from Ravi Shankar’s personal archive as well as
other private collections from India, Spain, the United Kingdom and France and offered a
unique display of the different facets of the artist, from his personal life to his influence as
a universal figure. The exhibition also included one of the maestro’s sitars and some sets of
his clothes that were formally donated to Casa de la India by the Ravi Shankar Foundation
during the inaugural ceremony of the exhibition on September 18th presided over by Sukanya
Shankar, Ravi Shankar’s widow and Director of the foundation named after him. It is without
a doubt a great honour for Casa de la India to become one of the few institutions in the world
to receive a sitar that belonged to the legend that was India’s "Ambassador of Music" to the
West. Since this event, the Casa de la India auditorium has been named the "Ravi Shankar
Auditorium".
Amongst the various other exhibitions held at Casa de la India throughout 2014, we must also
give special mention to the exhibition "India Through Your Eyes", a display of photographs by
the finalists and contestants in the International Photography Completion of the same name
organised in celebration of the tenth anniversary of Casa de la India Foundation in 2013.
The winner of the competition, selected from the more than 700 entries received from
around the world, was officially announced and awarded his prize in January by Ambassador
Sunil Lal at the International Tourism Fair (FITUR) in Madrid.
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As always, Casa de la India had its regular programme of performing arts, book presentations,
lectures, exhibitions and film cycles, with a wide range of activities organised in collaboration
with the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), the Embassy of India in Spain as well as
other institutions. One of the special events that stands out is the third edition of the "India
in Concert" Festival, during which a host of renowned Indian performing arts and music
groups performed in Madrid, Valladolid and León.
In the area of education the lecture series organised by Casa de la India in collaboration with
various institutions have been very popular, as have the activities run by the intercultural
Escuela de la India (India School) programme where thousands of primary and secondary
school students from Valladolid and the region of Castile and León participated over the
year. The pioneering educational initiative "The Language of Dance that Emerges from
Silence" was developed in collaboration with the University of Valladolid Faculty of Education
and Social Work. Using Indian dance, the project focussed on the creative development of
people with hearing disabilities as a means of improving their self awareness and social
integration. In a separate event in May, this same Faculty was the venue for a roundtable
session attended by prestigious representatives of India’s education and communication
sectors who were visiting Spain in the framework of the III edition of the annual "Indian
Leaders Programme" of the Spain-India Council Foundation.
In the area of cooperation and enterprise, the main event in this year’s calendar was the
AR&PA Biennial Fair (Heritage Restoration and Management Fair) held from November 13th to
16th. Organised by the Regional Government of Castile and León with the support of UNESCO,
India was the guest country in this edition. India’s presence at the fair was coordinated by
Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain and included an important delegation
of experts from Indian institutions such as the Asian Heritage Foundation, University of
Ahmedabad and INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage, New Delhi).
Notable outcomes of this event are new collaboration initiatives such as the creation of a
Smart Heritage Think-Tank which will significantly increase the cooperation efforts between
Spain and India in the areas of conservation, research and management of cultural heritage.
India’s participation at the AR&PA Biennial included institutional, academic and business
components with lectures and specialist round table sessions, as well an extensive cultural
programme open to the general public (three exhibitions, theatre performances, music,
dance, workshops etc.). The Biennial also provided the opportunity to present in Spain the
project "Cultural Heritage & Management Venture Lab in Ahmedabad, India". Casa de la
India is the coordinator of this international cooperation project funded by the European
Union through its EuropAid programme. The project was officially inaugurated in Ahmedabad
in February with representatives of all the project partners: Casa de la India, University of
Valladolid, Valladolid City Council, University of Ahmedabad and Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation. Throughout 2014, Casa de la India has coordinated and guided the partners in
this pioneering project; in the preparation of socioeconomic and diagnostic studies and in the
definition of the sub-groups that make up the cluster of industries related to Ahmedabad’s
cultural heritage. This heritage cluster was created towards the end of the year and was one
of the main objectives of the first phase of the project.
The varied and intensive programme of events that is presented here has generated manifold
parallel initiatives aimed at the general public as well as at institutions, business people,
professionals, academics, students and artists. In carrying out these activities throughout
2014, Casa de la India has aimed to continue strengthening the multiple bonds that have
been developed for lasting cooperation between the civil societies of India and Spain.
Dr. Guillermo Rodríguez Martín
Director
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1. INSTITUTIONAL
1.1. BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE CASA DE LA INDIA FOUNDATION
CASA DE LA INDIA FOUNDATION BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETINGS IN 2014
Two Ordinary Board Meetings were held at Casa de la India on June 4th and December 1st in 2014, and an
Extraordinary Board Meeting was held on July 3rd. The Board of Trustees, comprising representatives
from the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City Council, the University of Valladolid and the Indian
Council for Cultural Relations, is the highest governing body of the Casa de la India Foundation
and is responsible for its management and control. It is composed of a President, a Vice-president and
vocal members. The presidency is rotary and is held successively for two-year periods by the Mayor of
Valladolid City Council and the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Valladolid.
During 2014 the Board of Trustees underwent several changes. In the meeting of July 3rd 2014, the
Vice Chancellor of the University of Valladolid, D. Daniel Miguel San José, took over from the Mayor
of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva, as President of the Foundation. At the same meeting,
D. José Ramón González García, Pro Vice-Chancellor of Internationalisation and University Extension,
was named as the University of Valladolid’s vocal member on the Board, formally substituting
D. José María Marbán Prieto, the previous Pro Vice-Chancellor of International Relations and University
Extension. On behalf of the Indian Government, D. Satish C. Mehta, Director General of the Indian Council
for Cultural Relations (ICCR) of the Indian Ministry for External Affairs, took his place as a vocal member
of the board in substitution of D. Biraja Prasad, Counsellor of the Embassy of India in Spain. At the last
meeting of the year, Ambassador Vikram Misri formally substituted the previous Ambassador Sunil Lal
as a vocal member on the Board in the December 1st meeting.
The Board of Trustee members as at the last board meeting held on December 1st 2014 were as follows:
PRESIDENT
Mr. Daniel Miguel San José
Vice-Chancellor, University of Valladolid
VICE PRESIDENT
Mr. Francisco Javier León de la Riva
Mayor, Valladolid City Council
VOCAL MEMBERS
Mr. Vikram Misri
Ambassador of India to Spain
Mr. Satish C. Mehta
Director General of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR)
Mrs. Mercedes Cantalapiedra Álvarez
Councillor for Trade, Culture and Tourism, Valladolid City Council
Mr. José Ramón González García
Pro Vice-Chancellor of International Relations and University Extension of the University of Valladolid
SECRETARY
Dr. Guillermo Rodríguez Martín
Director, Casa de la India
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1.2. COUNCIL OF HONOUR
Honorary board members are drawn from outstanding personalities and institutions whose functions
are honorific and consultative with the aim of providing a better service for the Foundation. Her Royal
Highness Princess Irene of Greece holds the Presidency of the Council of Honour. In 2014, businessman
Ratan Tata and maestro Zubin Mehta were among the distinguished members of the Council of Honour.
President
HRH Princess Irene of Greece
MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL OF HONOUR
Ratan Tata
Zubin Mehta

1.3. FRIENDS AND BOARD OF FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The Casa de la India Board of Friends (Junta de Amigos) acts to promote, stimulate and support cultural
and educational initiatives, such as management and cooperation programmes between India and Spain.
As well as encouraging involvement with people interested in Indian culture and society, becoming a
Friend (Amigo) of Casa de la India allows for more frequent contact with the Foundation and privileged
participation in the regular activities and special events organised by Casa de la India.

FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
One of the main aims of the Casa is to offer its visitors a variety of services which cater to their interests
and needs. To better take advantage of the activities and services offered, all our visitors are invited to
become Friends (Amigos) of Casa de la India, by means of an annual contribution, which allows them to
enjoy a range of benefits and discounts as well as receiving monthly updates concerning all the activities
organised by Casa de la India.

BOARD OF FRIENDS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The Casa de la India Board of Friends (Junta de Amigos) as a body of the Casa de la India Foundation is
defined in the Statutes of the Foundation. The purpose of the Board of Friends is to propose, suggest,
and collaborate in initiatives related to the Foundation’s objectives. The Board of Friends regulations
allow for the following types of members:
•

Benefactor Friends

•

Sponsor Friends

•

Collaborator Friends

•

Emeritus Friends

In 2014, the Board of Friends included the following emeritus friends:
Fernando Colomo y Beatriz de la Gándara (Producciones Colomo)
Julio Juberías
Viswanathan Anand
José Paz
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1.4. INSTITUTIONAL EVENTS
Since its founding Casa de la India has aimed is to promote a greater awareness of India in Spain by
serving as a platform for collaboration and cooperation between institutions and to work together to
strengthen relations between the two countries in all areas. As a foundation created by three public
entities, the Republic of India, through the Embassy of India in Spain, Valladolid City Council and the
University of Valladolid, this function is considered to be of the highest importance.

AWARD PRESENTATION "INDIA THROUGH YOUR EYES" INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
JANUARY 22, FITUR (INTERNATIONAL TOURISM FAIR), MADRID
The winner of the "India Through Your Eyes" photography competition was officially announced and
awarded the prize on January 22nd at the India Stand at the International Tourism Fair (FITUR). Casa
de la India had organised the competition, sponsored by Air India and Diva India Travel and with the
collaboration of WorldBrand Society, in celebration of the foundation’s tenth anniversary in 2013.
The event was led by Sunil Lal, Ambassador of India to Spain. Present also were Guillermo Rodríguez,
director of Casa de la India, Bhuvana Rao, Regional Director for Air India, Cristina Reguera, Spanish
Delegate for Air India, Shariq Jamil, Manager of Diva Viajes India, Padmja Vashistha, Director of "India
Tourism" (Paris), and Ajay Kumar Gupta, Deputy Director General of the Indian Government Ministry of
Tourism. The winning photograph "Village Children" by Mario Martínez Miranda was selected amongst
the 721 photographs entered from Asia, America and Europe. The first prize was a week-long trip for
two to India.

VISIT FROM INDIA HOUSE LEUVEN, BELGIUM
MARCH 26
India House Leuven, open since 2013, is a joint initiative of the City of Leuven and the KU Leuven
University to promote and to strengthen the city’s academic, cultural, social and economic cooperation
programmes with India. Representatives of India House Leuven paid an institutional visit to Valladolid
on March 26th with the main objective of signing an MoU with the Casa de la India Foundation (signed at
Valladolid City Hall), thus sealing the alliance between the two centres which share the same objectives
on behalf of their respective countries. During this visit Mohamed Ridouani, Deputy Mayor of Leuven
City Council and Patricia Schoolmeesters, Head of Department of Economy and Trade of Leuven City
Council, had the opportunity to see firsthand the model of Casa de la India in Valladolid as well as to
establish contact with Valladolid City Council, the University of Valladolid and the Valladolid Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.
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VISIT OF GUSTAVO DE ARÍSTEGUI, AMBASSADOR OF SPAIN TO INDIA
APRIL 1
Ambassador of Spain to India, Gustavo de Arístegui, visited Casa de la India during his visit to Valladolid
on April 1st, an institution with which the Embassy of Spain in India regularly coordinates Spain-India
cultural exchange activities. During his visit to Casa de la India, accompanied by Casa de la India Board
Members Javier León de la Riva, Mayor of Valladolid, Marcos Sacristán Represa and José María Marbán
Prieto, Vice Chancellor and Pro Vice-Chancellor of International Relations and University Extension of
the University of Valladolid respectively, the Ambassador visited the exhibition "Temples, Forts and
Palaces: 2000 Years of Indian Architecture". Later in the day, the Ambassador also gave a lecture
at the University of Valladolid’s Faculty of Commerce organised by the University’s Centre for Asian
Studies.

VISIT OF ICCR PRESIDENT, DR. KARAN SINGH
APRIL 10 & 11
The President of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), Dr. Karan Singh, visited Casa de la India
on April 11th and was able to see firsthand the workings of the institution which the Indian Government
has supported through the ICCR since its inception. During his visit he met with the Casa de la India
Board Members, presided by the Mayor of the City of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva.
Dr. Karan Singh is a Member of Parliament of the Indian Government, a world-famous author, erudite
and philanthropist and has held numerous official posts including Ambassador to the United States and
Education and Culture Minister.
The previous day on April 10th, Dr. Singh gave a lecture on "Vedanta: the Age Old Wisdom of India" at the
historical Aula Triste of the University of Valladolid.
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CELEBRATION OF INDIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
AUGUST 15, PARQUE DE LA PAZ, VALLADOLID
Members of Valladolid’s Indian community came together on August 15th in the city’s Parque de la Paz
(Peace Park) at the statue of Mahatma Gandhi to celebrate the anniversary of the India’s independence.
(August 15th is coincidentally a national holiday in Spain also). The Indian Cultural Association of
Castile and Leon organised this event in which the Indian community praised Gandhi’s principles
of non-violence and remembered those who gave their lives in the fight for Indian independence so that
future generations would have a better life.
The Association which represents the Indian community in Castile and Leon, who are mostly from the
south-Indian state of Kerala, organises various cultural activities. The association provides a support
network not only for its members but also for the Indian immigrants who arrive in Valladolid.

OFFICIAL DONATION OF RAVI SHANKAR’S SITAR
SEPTEMBER 18
Mrs Sukanya Shankar, in her capacity as Director of the Ravi Shankar Foundation officially donated a
sitar and sets of clothes that had belonged to Ravi Shankar to Casa de la India during the inauguration
of the "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" exhibition. Since this time the Casa de la India auditorium has been
named the "Ravi Shankar Auditorium".
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COMMEMORATION OF GANDHI JAYANTI
OCTOBER 2, PARQUE DE LA PAZ, VALLADOLID
The International Day of Non-Violence was set as the 2nd of October by the United Nations to coincide with
the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi (2nd October 1869). In commemoration, Casa de la India and
members of the Indian Cultural Association of Castile and Leon paid tribute to Mahatma Gandhi by placing
a traditional floral offering at the statue of the Mahatma in Valladolid’s Parque de la Paz (Peace Park).

BIENNIAL AR&PA FAIR. INDIA IS GUEST COUNTRY
NOVEMBER 13 - 16, MIGUEL DELIBES CULTURAL CENTRE, VALLADOLID
The AR&PA Biennial Fair (Heritage Restoration and Management Fair), held at the Miguel Delibes
Cultural Centre from November 13th to 16th, was organised by the Regional Government of Castile and
Leon with the support of UNESCO and had India as the guest country in this edition. India’s presence
at the fair was coordinated by Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain. A delegation of
Indian experts attended the event, including Rajeev Sethi, President of the Asian Heritage Foundation
as principal speaker, and representatives of the Ahmedabad University Centre for Heritage Management
and the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH, New Delhi). INTACH received the
Biennial’s Honorary Award for their achievements in the field of heritage restoration during the closing
ceremony and also signed an MoU with the Regional Government of Castile and Leon. The various
activities related to India at the Biennial included a dedicated information stand with videos of all the
participating Indian institutions, academic presentations, a seminar on Spain-India cooperation and a
rich cultural programme including a Kathakali Dance Theatre performance, sponsored by the ICCR, and
three exhibitions (from the Ahmedabad City Council, INTACH and the Indira Gandhi National Centre
for the Arts, IGNCA), all inaugurated by Ambassador of India to Spain, Vikram Misri. Outcomes of this
event are various follow-up actions and new initiatives such as the creation of a Smart Heritage ThinkTank which would significantly increase the cooperation efforts between Spain and India in the areas of
conservation, research and cultural heritage management.
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1.5. I NSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATIONS WITH OTHER
ORGANISATIONS
CASA DE LA INDIA AND THE SPAIN-INDIA COUNCIL FOUNDATION
Casa de la India has been on the board of trustees of the Spain-India Council Foundation since its creation
in April 2009. With the support of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, the Spain-India Council
Foundation works to promote relationships of mutual interest between the civil societies of Spain and
India, such as financial, trade and business cooperation and activities of a cultural, scientific, civic or
educational nature, as well as environmental protection. As a member of the Board of the Spain-India
Council Foundation, Casa de la India participated in the Board Meeting held on June 26th at the Hotel
Palace (Madrid) where new Board members were named including Daniel Miguel San José, University of
Valladolid Vice-Chancellor, and José Ramón González García, University of Valladolid Pro Vice-Chancellor
of International Relations and University Extension. A farewell lunch was given after the meeting in honour
of Ambassador Sunil Lal who was leaving Spain to become the new Ambassador of India to Brazil. The new
Ambassador of India to Spain, Vikram Misri, had his first public engagement with the Board of the SpainIndia council Foundation on September 25th to analyse the first 100 days of Narendra Modi’s government
and to present the Indian Government’s strategy. Casa de la India participated at the extraordinary Board
Meeting held on October 24th at the offices of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation (Madrid) to
prepare the I Spain-India Forum that would take place on December 3rd and 4th 2014.

INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS WITH AHMEDABAD
The city of Valladolid signed a friendship agreement with the city of Ahmedabad in 2008 in order to
jointly carry out projects to promote heritage and tourism. Both cities are also part of the EuroIndia
Centre network and hope to further extend relations between them through a new action plan
to undertake joint ventures in the promotion of heritage, architecture, tourism, company visits and
investment. In February 2014, the cooperation project "Cultural Heritage Management and Venture Lab
in Ahmedabad, India" was officially inaugurated. The project is financed by the European Union under
the EuropAid scheme, coordinated by Casa de la India with Valladolid and Ahmedabad City Councils and
the Universities of Valladolid and Ahmedabad as partners.

1.6. AGREEMENTS
In order to better achieve its aims, the Casa de la India Foundation can establish links and relationships
with other bodies deemed to be suitable and formalise agreements with organisations and institutions
be they public, private, national or foreign. During 2014, Casa de la India signed the following agreements:
Memorandum of Understanding between the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), the Casa de la
India Foundation, Valladolid City Council and the University of Valladolid for their joint cooperation for the
period 2014-2018. This cooperation agreement formalised the incorporation of the ICCR Director General,
Satish C. Mehta, as a vocal member of the Casa de la India Foundation Board of Trustees and defines the
terms for the ICCR annual grants to Casa de la India between 2014 and 2018. This agreement was signed
at the extraordinary Board Meeting held on July 3rd, in the presence of the ICCR Director General.
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Collaboration agreement between the Casa de la India Foundation and India House Leuven (Belgium),
signed March 27th to step up relations between the cities of Valladolid and Leuven as well relations
between the two institutions and their joint goal of promoting dialogue with India.
Collaboration agreement between the Casa de la India Foundation and the Valladolid Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, signed June 26th to foster trade and business relations between India and
Spain.
Letter of intent between the Casa de la India Foundation and IOBA (University Institute of Applied
Ophthalmology), signed November 20th for Casa de la India to help promote IOBA schemes such as
exchange programmes for Indian researchers and graduate students through master’s and doctorate
programmes, exchange and training of specialists, and business relations with Indian companies in the
fields of ophthalmology and vision sciences.

1.7. GRANTS
1.7.1. GRANTS AND INTERNSHIPS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
Throughout 2014 Casa de la India has taken advantage of several grant and subsidy programmes of
differing types. In order for Casa de la India to fully meet the demands and objectives laid out in its
Statutes, it relies on the various grant and aid programmes offered by differing public administrations.
In 2014, Casa de la India participated in the following schemes:

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME, DEGREE IN ENGLISH STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
This programme for work experience, regulated by an agreement between Casa de la India and the
University of Valladolid, was set up so that the student could experience the international and
multilingual environment of Casa de la India – to learn about its structure, how it is run, work practices
and techniques etc. as a practical complement to the studies being followed. Casa de la India had four
students through this programme in 2014.

INTERNSHIPS AT SMEs, SANTANDER BANK GRANT SCHEME
THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
Casa de la India received two interns through this Santander Bank grant scheme which is designed
to supplement the skills acquired by Spanish university students by placing them in real work
situations, expanding their knowledge and enabling contact with companies that could facilitate job
placement.

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME, REGIONAL GOVERNMENT OF Castile and Leon 
AND CICERÓN OF Castile and Leon
In 2014 Casa de la India had five students through this programme aimed at students of Vocational
Training courses. The interns received through this scheme collaborated in Casa de la India’s educational
project, Escuela de la India (India School).

WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAMME, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY, VALLADOLID
Thanks to the collaboration agreement signed between Casa de la India and the Valladolid Chamber
of Commerce and Industry on June 26th 2014, Casa de la India offers a practical work experience
programme to Chamber of Commerce students to help promote trade relations between Spain and
India. Casa de la India received one intern through this programme with the aim of getting to know
the multicultural and multilingual aspects of the Foundation through its methods, working practices
and organisation.
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1.7.2. S CHOLARSHIPS FROM THE INDIAN COUNCIL FOR CULTURAL
RELATIONS (ICCR) OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
Casa de la India collaborated in publicising and informing interested parties of scholarships offered by
the Government of India, via the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR). The scholarships were
part of the academic year 2014-2015 Programme for Cultural Exchange between India and Spain. The
scholarships are aimed at Spanish students wishing to undertake graduate or postgraduate studies, or
investigation in Indian Universities and Educational Institutions.

1.8. VIRTUAL PLATAFORM INDIANET.ES
The on-line platform Indianet.es, a joint initiative of Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain,
was launched on April 20th 2012 during an event presided by Indian Minister for External Affairs, Shri S.M.
Krishna, on an official visit to Spain. The virtual platform designed by Divisa IT, serves as an information
and diffusion point for activities related to India in Spain and regarding the relations between the two
countries, as well as a meeting space and tool for communities working in fields related to India. To this
end this portal offers its users public and private spaces. The public area offers general information on
events, news, announcements, publications and blogs related to activities about India in Spain or about
the links between the two countries. The private area allows users to network, participate, collaborate,
and work together by joining communities that fall within defined areas of interest (education, culture,
society and enterprise). By December 2014, Indianet.es had accrued more than 300 members and 25
public and private communities had been created. One of the more significant groups is the one created
for members of the international cooperation project "Cultural Heritage & Management Venture Lab in
Ahmedabad, India".
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2. CULTURE
The richness and complex diversity of Indian culture is reflected in the varied cultural program offered
which includes music and dance performances, exhibitions, poetry recitals, conferences, film cycles, and
book presentations.
With these events Casa de la India has presented a contemporary programme which reflects the
multicultural, dynamic and constantly changing society they represent. Casa de la India therefore does
not want to offer just passive entertainment to the public but wants to serve as an agent for intercultural
education, training and dialogue in our global society.
Casa de la India’s cultural agenda is planned and managed in coordination with the Embassy of India in
Spain, the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), Valladolid City Council, the University of Valladolid
as well as other Spanish, European and Indian cultural agents and institutions.

2.1. EXHIBITIONS
2.1.1. EXHIBITIONS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
"SARI: THE MAGIC OF INDIAN WEAVES"
DECEMBER 4, 2013 – JANUARY 24, 2014
This exhibition focused on the refinement and vivaciousness of the tradition of wearing saris and gave
the public an opportunity to explore the incredible diversity of saris, their history and wearing techniques
in a social context. The deep involvement and complete sense of identity of the Indian woman with the
sari, making her resist the pressure to change her style of dress, has inadvertently provided continuity in
weaving traditions of every part of the country. The 36 saris on display, of traditional and contemporary
styles, were made specifically for this exhibition using the weaving techniques appropriate to their type.
Curated by Rta Kapur, the exhibition was sponsored by the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR).
Casa de la India brought the exhibition to Spain from Belgium where it was first shown as part of the
Europalia International Arts Festival.

"TEMPLES, FORTS AND PALACES: 2000 YEARS OF INDIAN ARCHITECTURE"
MARCH 13 - APRIL 30
The exhibition showed the rich architectural tradition of the Indian subcontinent by means of various
emblematic examples. Following an in depth introduction to early Indian architectural traditions, the
exhibition focussed on the three historical "encounters" with strong external influences: the Mughals
(16th to 18th century) – the British (especially 19th century) – and modernism (20th century). In each case,
the previous traditions incorporated and further developed on these external influences. The exhibition
was sponsored by the ICCR and organised by Casa de la India in collaboration with the City of Leuven,
INTACH (New Delhi) and Europalia International Arts Festival (Belgium).
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"INDIA THROUGH YOUR EYES"
MAY 16 - JULY 18
The "India Through Your Eyes" exhibition showed 60 photographs by the finalists and contestants in the
International Photography Completion titled "India Through Your Eyes" held in celebration of the Foundation’s
tenth anniversary in 2013. The photographs included portraits, monuments, landscapes, animals, homes,
cities etc. The competition was organised with the collaboration of Diva Viajes India and Air India.

"RAVI SHANKAR: A LIFE IN MUSIC"
SEPTEMBER 19 - NOVEMBER 2, CASA REVILLA MUNICIPAL EXHIBITION GALLERY, VALLADOLID
SEPTEMBER 19 - DECEMBER 18, CASA DE LA INDIA
"Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" was the first exhibition organised in memory of the legendary
Indian musician Ravi Shankar since his demise in December 2012. Produced by Casa de la India and
the Valladolid City Council Municipal Foundation for Culture, in collaboration with the Ravi Shankar
Foundation (California) and the Ravi Shankar Centre (Delhi), the exhibition "Ravi Shankar: A Life in
Music" is a journey through his life and work.
Ravi Shankar is considered to be the world’s best sitar player and the godfather of fusion music (World
Music) that bridged East and West. Although he was already recognized as one of the great classical
musicians in India, he achieved world fame in the 1960s when he met George Harrison and performed
at festivals in Monterey and Woodstock and later during the Concert for Bangladesh. Ravi Shankar
composed ragas, concertos, film soundtracks and created a passion among Western audiences for
classical Indian music that would make him a legend of World Music.
The exhibition "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music", curated by Cristina Carrillo de Albornoz and David
Rodríguez (Casa de la India), comprises photographs, posters, album covers, compositions, letters,
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audiovisual material, clothes worn during performances and one of the maestro’s sitars that had been
played during the 1970s. This selection of material, which has been obtained mainly from the private
archives of the Ravi Shankar Foundation, showed the truly universal dimension of this legendary Indian
musician for the first time in Europe.
A unique homage to the man and the artist, the exhibition covers the landmarks of his musical career
which spanned nine decades. It begins with his short-lived career as a dancer and musician with his elder
brother Uday Shankar’s troupe in 1930s Paris, moves on to his period as a teacher in the United States
and Europe, when he introduced the West to Indian classical music and its culture, and goes on to look at
the influences and collaborations of famous western composers and musicians, such as Yehudi Menuhin,
Jean-Pierre Rampal, Philip Glass and John Coltrane, amongst others. Particular attention is given to his
very special relationship with his student and friend, ‘the Beatle’ George Harrison.

This exhibition also includes an important section dedicated to cinema, a journey through Ravi
Shankar’s compositions for Satyajit Ray’s Oscar winning films, Richard Attenborough’s Gandhi, the BBC’s
production of Alice in Wonderland, Bollywood films, etc.
The "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" exhibition was displayed at two centres. At Casa de la India we could
learn about his beginnings, life and key points in his musical career. The Casa Revilla Municipal Exhibition
Gallery dedicated its space to the important section on "Ravi Shankar and Cinema".
The material of the "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" exhibition has been generously loaned by the
following persons and institutions: Ravi Shankar Foundation, Ravi Shankar Centre, East Meets West
Music, Luminata Ltd, Find–India-Europe Foundation For New Dialogues, Stiftung Deutsche Kinemathek,
National Film Board Of Canada, Shemaroo, Raghu Rai, Barun Kumar, Alan Kozlowski, Dilip Basu, Jesús
Martínez Ostern, Aloke Mitra, Jacinto Santos and Tanmoy Bose.
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2.1.2. E XHIBITIONS AT THE IX BIENNIAL HERITAGE RESTORATION
AND MANAGEMENT FAIR - AR&PA 2014
"DISCOVERING AHMEDABAD: HERITAGE AND URBAN TRANSFORMATION"
NOVEMBER 13 - 30, VALLADOLID TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRE GALLERY
Established as a small military settlement six hundred years ago, on a dry and sandy north Gujarat plane
on the banks of the river Sabarmati, Ahmedabad today has an area of 47,156 acres (19,000 hectares) and
is the main city of the state of Gujarat in the Indian Union. This exhibition is an attempt to present the six
hundred years of the past of Ahmedabad through exploring its size, form, density, texture and diversity.
The idea of city in Indian civilization is as old as the hills. The Indus Valley civilization of India, a great urban
civilization contemporaneous with those of Egypt and Mesopotamia, existed five thousand years ago.
Dholavira, in the Great Rann of Kachchh of Gujarat is an incredible example of this Indus Valley civilization
town. Each town of this civilization, at times two thousand kilometres apart, had a similar plan: there was a
palace in each town; the town area was divided on a grid pattern and wide streets that ran north to south
and east to west. Like other towns of the Indus Valley civilization, Dholavira too is a parallelogram.
During the subsequent 30 centuries, hundreds of capitals, ports, emporia, centres of handicrafts, pilgrimage,
temple and monastery cities as well as educational and military towns appeared in Indian civilisation.
When the city of Ahmedabad was founded in 1411, as the new capital of the Gujarat Sultanate, it already
had this kind of heritage. The Municipal Corporation of Ahmedabad was established in 1950 and today’s
Ahmedabad is the seventh largest city in India with an average population density of 18,420 persons per
square kilometre. The old town of Ahmedabad is still the very soul of the city that may hold the key to
our present concerns and problems. The exhibition, organised by Valladolid City Council, the University of
Valladolid, Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation and Casa de la India for the 2014 AR&PA Biennial aspires not
only to mirror the past of Ahmedabad but to show the direction the town may take in the coming decades.

"30 YEARS OF INTACH"
NOVEMBER 14 - 16, MIGUEL DELIBES CULTURAL CENTRE, VALLADOLID
The INTACH Heritage Academy is the largest non-profit making association for training, research and
capacity building on matters related to natural and cultural heritage in India. Their mission is to sensitise
the public about the India’s pluralistic cultural legacy; to instil a sense of social responsibility towards
preserving India’s common heritage; to protect and preserve India’s living, built, and natural heritage
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by undertaking necessary actions and measures; to document unprotected buildings of archaeological,
architectural, historic and aesthetic significance, as well as the cultural resources, as this is the first step
towards formulating conservation plans; to develop heritage policies and regulations, and undertake
legal interventions to protect India’s heritage when necessary; to provide expertise in the field of
conservation, restoration and preservation of specific works of art; and encourage capacity-building
by developing skills through training programmes; to undertake emergency response measures during
natural or man-made disasters and support the local administration whenever heritage is threatened.
The exhibition depicts the history of Indian National Trust For Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH), giving
an overview of the restoration and conservation initiatives for the cultural and natural heritage of India
as carried out by their different divisions or "Chapters" all over India.
The exhibition, designed by INTACH, was organised by Casa de la India, the Embassy of India and the
Regional Government of Castile and Leon for the 2014 AR&PA Biennial.

"TANJAVUR BRIHADISVARA: THE MONUMENT AND THE LIVING TRADITION"
NOVEMBER 14 - DECEMBER 13, MONASTERIO DE NUESTRA SEÑORA DE PRADO EXHIBITION GALLERY, VALLADOLID
The Brihadishvara temple of Tanjavur in South India is acclaimed as the finest achievement of Chola
art. The artistic design of this temple has been compared to a bio-organism where each part is
related to the whole. It is not just an architectural monument but a living organism that has served
as a centre of social, economic and political life in many succeeding centuries since the time of
Rajaraja Chola I (1010 CE). Its artistic excellence lies in the perfect balance of the parts and the
whole, in its architecture, sculpture, paintings, bronze images, idols and reliefs. Inscriptions on the
walls of the temple provide a corpus of information over a span of many centuries. The exhibition,
designed by the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), was organised by the Regional
Government of Castile and Leon, the Embassy of India and Casa de la India for the 2014 AR&PA
Biennial.
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2.2. CINEMA
2.2.1. FILM CYCLES
"ORIGINAL VERSIONS"
JULY 10 - 31
A film cycle of 4 films shown in the original version with subtitles in English was organised by Casa de
la India in collaboration with the Public Diplomacy Division of the Indian Ministry of External Affairs and
Balaji Motion Pictures. The following films were shown.

3 Idiots (Dir. Rajkumar Hirani / 2009 / 163 min / English subtitles)
The film tells the story of Rancho, a boy with a passion for studying and learning. In the faculty of
engineering he makes friends with Raju and Farhan, who eventually become his two best friends. But
upon graduation they lose contact and his two friends decide to go in search of Rancho. On this journey
they meet Pia, Rancho’s old love who is about to marry Chatur, the great rival of the three. This revives
a forgotten bet that was to show who would become more successful in their professional life.

Taare Zameen Par (Dir. Aamir Khan / 2007 / 150 min / English subtitles)
Ishaan is an eight year old whose world is filled with wonders that no one else seems to appreciate. The
adults around him are much more interested in homework, marks and neatness, and Isshaan just cannot
seem to get anything right in class. When he gets into more trouble than his parents can handle, he is
sent to boarding school to learn discipline. The situation does not improve at his new school, until one
day a new art teacher ultimately helps Ishaan find himself.

The Dirty Picture (Dir. Milan Luthria / 2011 / 144 min / English subtitles)
Inspired by the South Indian actress Silk Smitha, Dirty Picture recreates the story of a make-up artist
turned film extra who became one of Indian cinema’s leading actresses and greatest sex symbols during
the 1980’s in India.

Love Sex aur Dhokha (Dir. Dibakar Banerjee / 2010 / 108 min / English subtitles)
The film tells three interconnected tales of love, sex and betrayal. In "Love", a final year student in North
India decides to shoot a small budget film for a competition. In "Sex", a supermarket supervisor decides
to make a sex tape with one of the supermarkets employees using the shop’s security cameras. "Dhokha"
tells how a misogynist reporter going through a divorce and on the verge of losing his job, attempts a
series of failed suicides. During one of these attempts he meets an actress who is also trying to commit
suicide. Her career hinges on her exchanging sex for roles. The two plan their revenge together.

"SOUNDTRACKS BY RAVI SHANKAR"
OCTOBER 2 - 16
Ravi Shankar (Benares, India, 1920, San Diego, United States, 2012) is considered to be the world’s best
sitar player and the godfather of fusion music (World Music) that bridged East and West. He composed
the soundtracks to many films including India auteur cinema, Bollywood and international productions.
This special cycle of films with soundtracks written by Ravi Shankar was organised by Casa de la India in
collaboration with the Indian production house Shemaroo and included an interesting selection of titles
such as Tapan Sinha’s Kabuliwala, whose soundtrack received the Golden Bear Award at the Berlin International Film Festival. The following films were shown in this cycle.

Anuradha (Dir. Hrishikesh Mukherjee / 1960 / 141 min / Hindi with English subtitles)
Anuradha Roy is a famous Singer from a good family. Going against her father’s wishes, she decides to
marry the idealist doctor with whom she has fallen madly in love.

Meera (Dir. Gulzar / 1979 / 155 min / Hindi with English subtitles)
This film is based on the life of Meera, a Hindu saint-poet and devotee of Krishna who was born and lived
in Rajasthan in the 16th century.

Kabuliwala (Dir. Tapan Sinha / 1957 / 116 min / Bengali with English subtitles)
A fruit seller from Afghanistan, in search of a better life, immigrates to Calcutta where he befriends a
young girl who reminds him of his own daughter who he has left behind in Afghanistan.
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2.2.2. OTHER SCREENINGS AT CASA DE LA INDIA
DOCUMENTARY SIX YARDS OF GRACE: THE HANDCRAFTED INDIAN SAREE
JANUARY 23
This 2011 documentary directed by Dheeraj Piplani explores the origin and regional variations of the sari.
Organised by Casa de la India in collaboration with the Indian Ministry of External Affairs.

DOCUMENTARY LASYA KAVYA: THE WORLD OF ALARMÉL VALLI
FEBRUARY 6
Alarmél Valli is a leading Indian dancer and choreographer, who is internationally acclaimed for her
distinctive style of dance which has been described as "classical and yet contemporary, precise and
poetic." Valli has performed at major festivals and theatres around the world. The new documentary
Lasya Kavya: the World of Alarmél Valli, directed by Sankalp Meshram, features footage of Valli’s graceful
gestures, complemented by insights from experts on Indian dance who illuminate the emotional, spiritual,
and intellectual contexts within the performances. Lasya Kavya won India’s 2012 national award for best
film on art and culture.

DOCUMENTARY A WORLD OF BEAUTY AND GRACE: ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE OF INDIA
MARCH 27
The documentary, directed by Benoy K Behl, shows the diversity in Indo-Islamic architecture in relation
to the different dynasties, regions and times. Islamic architecture in India has a vast repertoire of
distinct styles and materials. The variations in style are representative of a confluence of cultures.
The film highlights the many ways in which the different strands of Islam; Mughal, Sufi, Shia and Ottoman
among others, are in conversation with each other. It also travels to different locations in the country to
reveal some of the most interesting historical facets of medieval art and architecture. The screening was
organised as a parallel activity for the "Temples, Forts and Palaces: 2000 Years of Indian Architecture"
exhibition by Casa de la India, in collaboration with the Public Diplomacy Division of the Indian Ministry
of External Affairs.

DOCUMENTARY IMMORTAL TAGORE
SEPTEMBER 5
Director P. Kundu presented his documentary on the life and work of the Bengali genius
Rabindranath Tagore. Immortal Tagore is a project of the Kolkata based Indo Hispanic Language
Academy.

DOCUMENTARY RAGA
DECEMBER 18
This first documentary film to be made about Ravi Shankar, produced and directed by Howard Worth,
was shown within the scope of the "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" exhibition. The film documents the life
of Ravi Shankar in the late 1960s, following him on his return to India to revisit his guru, Bengali multiinstrumentalist and composer, Baba Ustad Allauddin Khan. It further explores Shankar’s life as a musician
and teacher in the United States and Europe, initiating those in the West to the exceptional world that
is Indian classical music and culture. Raga sheds light on Shankar’s influences and collaborations, from
Allauddin Khan to his famed dancer brother Uday Shankar, to his associations with Western musicians
Yehudi Menuhin and George Harrison. Fully narrated by Shankar himself, Raga reveals music as the soul
of India and of Shankar’s life. The screening was organised by Casa de la India in collaboration with East
Meets West Music.

DOCUMENTARY RASAANUBHAVAM
APRIL 29
Bharata Natyam dancer Dr. Janaki Rangarajan’s documentary was shown in celebration of the
"International Dance Day". Her unique dance style is a result of her undying passion, self-motivation
and dedication towards Bharata Natyam and has won her many accolades and praise from dance lovers
around the world. Rasaanubhavam presents pieces especially choreographed by Dr. Janaki Rangarajan
recorded in a professional studio.
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FULL-LENGTH FEATURE FILM: VICENTE FERRER
JUNE 26
The film tells the story of Vicente Ferrer, of his enormous struggle to transform the barren land of India’s
dry and dusty Anantapur into a fertile and productive landscape, and to help the Dalits gain recognition
as citizens with full rights in a country where they had always been considered untouchables. Is it
possible to change the destiny of millions of people condemned to poverty, ignorance or illness? Vicente
Ferrer tries to answer these questions through the life and work of the late Vicente Ferrer. Organised in
collaboration with the Vicente Ferrer Foundation.

2.2.3. SCREENINGS IN OTHER CITIES
III INTERNATIONAL GASTRONOMIC FILM FESTIVAL LA LAGUNA, TENERIFE
INDIA AS GUEST COUNTRY
NOVEMBER 23, AGUERE CULTURAL SPACE, SAN CRISTÓBAL DE LA LAGUNA
India was guest country at this year’s festival. This cycle of Indian films was organised by the International
Gastronomic Film Festival of La Laguna, Tenerife in collaboration with Casa de la India, the Indian
Consulate in Tenerife and Aamir Khan Productions.

Dhobi Ghat (Dir. Kiran Rao / 2010 / 100 min / Spanish subtitles)
In the crowded city of Mumbai, four different people separated by the barriers of language and social
class become entwined in a web of compelling relationships. Shai, a rich executive on sabbatical leave,
meets and has a fling with Arun, a reclusive artist whom she is then unable to forget. She manages to
find him through Munna, her ‘dhobi’ or washer man, and ends up befriending Munna to the point where
she tries to help him fulfil his dream of becoming a Bollywood film star. Meanwhile, Arun discovers
Yasmin, a young housewife who captivates the artist.

Himself He Cooks (Dir. Valérie Berteau, Philippe Witjes / 2012 / 65 min / no dialogue)
In the Golden Temple in Amritsar hundreds of volunteers prepare 50,000 free meals every day. The
spontaneous choreography of many philanthropists’ hands reveals the essence and atmosphere of this
fascinating place.

The Lunchbox (Dir. Ritesh Batra / 2013 / 104 min / Spanish subtitles)
Ila wants to rekindle her relationship with her husband by cooking her way to his heart. One day his
lunchbox is mistakenly delivered to Saajan, a lonely widower about to retire. An anonymous relationship
starts between the two…

2.3. PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC
2.3.1. III INDIA IN CONCERT FESTIVAL
JUNE 4 - 6, EL ALBÉITAR THEATRE, LEÓN
JUNE 5 - 7, CASA DE LA INDIA, VALLADOLID
JUNE 7 - 8, TEATROS DEL CANAL - SALA ROJA, MADRID

The third edition of the biennial festival "India in Concert" aimed at bringing India’s talent, creativity
and cultural richness to the Spanish public through its music and dance. The festival was organised by
Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain, with sponsorship by the Indian Council for Cultural
Relations (ICCR) and in collaboration with Qatar Airways, Teatros del Canal and the University of León.
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FAKIRA KHAN RAJASTHANI FOLK GROUP
Fakira Khan is one of the most renowned percussionists of the Managniyar community of Rajasthan.
Winner of several prestigious awards and honours, Fakira Khan has also collaborated in fusion music
projects with renowned artists like the late sitar maestro Pt. Ravi Shankar, sarangi maestro Ustad Sultan
Khan and music director and composer A.R Rahman. The Rajasthani folk music group has performed
in numerous festivals and events in India and abroad. In the "India in Concert Festival" Fakira Khan
presented a full repertoire of Manganiyar traditional Rajasthani folk music.

CLÁSSICAL KATHAK DANCE BY RUJUTA SOMAN
Rujuta Soman is one of the leading exponents of Kathak in India. She has performed solo and with her
company in many prestigious festivals all over India and abroad. She is the founding director of the
‘Rujuta Soman Dance Academy’ where training is given in pure classical Kathak dance. She has given
performances in Indian cinema and has also directed several award winning choreographies. During the
"India in Concert Festival", she was accompanied by five dancers from her academy: Ms Poonam Shyam,
Ms Sailee Raut, Ms Aboli Abhyankar, Ms Shivangi Mandke and Ms Sanika Deodhar.

2.3.2. OTHER PERFORMANCES
BHARATA NATYAM CLASSICAL DANCE BY ALARMÉL VALLI
JANUARY 30, CHAMBER HALL, MIGUEL DELIBES CULTURAL CENTRE, VALLADOLID
JANUARY 31, CONDE DUQUE CULTURAL CENTRE, MADRID
Internationally renowned Bharata Natyam dancer and choreographer and Padma Bhushan awardee,
Alarmél Valli, accompanied by five Indian musicians, presented Kavya Tarangini - a celebration of the
poetry of word, melody and movement. These performances were organised by Casa de la India and
the Embassy of India in Spain, sponsored by the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR) and in
collaboration with Miguel Delibes and the Conde Duque Cultural Centre in Valladolid and Madrid
respectively.
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SITAR CONCERT BY SUBRATA DE
MAY 24
Subrata De gave a sitar performance at Casa de la India accompanied by Nantha Kumar on tabla.
Subrata is a master of improvisation and possesses the rare ability to breathe life and originality into
classical themes. Subrata has a long international career as a sitar soloist, having performed in many
international festivals in Europe, Asia, America and Oceania.

"NAGALAND SINGING AMBASSADORS" CHOIR
NOVEMBER 3, PARANINFO HALL, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
Nagaland Singing Ambassadors (NSA) is the performing wing of the Nagaland Conservatory of Music.
Founded by Mr. Lipokmar Tzudir in 2010 the choir has travelled all over India for performances and
concerts. In 2013, the group was invited to perform in most of the key cites and provinces of Norway.
Under the strong and dedicated guidance of Mr. Tzudir the group has built up a varied repertoire
representing various genres; from classical to gospel and folk tunes to pop and NSA has captivated
large audiences this wide range. The current musical director is formidable pianist and conductor, Noel
de la Rosa. Noel de la Rosa trained and schooled both in his native country, the Philippines, and later,
in Graz Austria. The choir had recently performed at the closing ceremony of the New Delhi based
Fragrances of the North East Film Festival and represented India at the "Thousand Voices for Peace"
international choir festival in Brussels. The performance was organised by the University of Valladolid
Centro Buendía, the Embassy of India and Casa de la India and sponsored by the Indian Council for
Cultural Relations (ICCR).
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CLASSICAL KATHAKALI THEATRE BY THE MARGI COMPANY
NOVEMBER 11, PALACIO DE LA AUDIENCIA THEATRE, SORIA
NOVEMBER 14, EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, MIGUEL DELIBES CULTURAL CENTRE, VALLADOLID
NOVEMBER 15, JUAN DEL ENZINA THEATRE, UNIVERSITY OF SALAMANCA, SALAMANCA
Kathakali, classical dance theatre, is a unique, stylised Indian dance-drama form characterised by its
elaborate make-up and costumes, rhythmic and movement patterns, body language, the use of mudras
or hand gestures as well as facial and corporal expression.
The Margi Theatre Company is one of the most prestigious in India and is recognised by the Indian
Government as being the most prolific. Margi has taken the classical aesthetics and traditional forms of
Kathakali to many audiences within India and around the world. The company boasts many experienced
Kathakali and Kutiyattam actors and musicians. Kutiyattam Sanskrit theatre is one of India’s oldest living
theatrical traditions dating back to over two thousand years. The company has performed in Sweden,
Germany, France, Japan and Sri Lanka. The company comprises not only actors and musicians but also
poets and philosophers who continue to research the ancient texts on performing arts and theatrical
pieces for Kathakali, keeping the tradition and art alive. Thanks to their efforts in the investigation and
dissemination of performing arts from Kerala in recent years, in May 2001, UNESCO (Paris) recognised
the Sanskrit theatre tradition of Kutiyattam to be a Masterpiece of the of the Oral and Intangible Heritage
of Humanity. The performances given were organised by Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in
Spain, sponsored by the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), and in collaboration with Soria City
Council, the Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre in Valladolid and the University of Salamanca.

2.3.3. C OLLABORATION IN PROJECT "SPAIN – INDIA PLATFORM FOR
THE PROMOTION AND DISSEMINATION OF CULTURAL INDUSTRIES"
MARCH 18 2013 - APRIL 15 2014

Casa de la India collaborated with Asociación Redes Transculturales Kalarte in the development of the
"Spain – India Platform for the Promotion and Dissemination of Cultural Industries" project, subsidised
by the Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports through the 2013 Aid for Cultural Action
and Promotion scheme. Various public and private entities, such as Casa de la India, the University
of Valladolid, the Indian NGO Banglanatak, Teamworks Fine Arts Society (New Delhi) as well as other
private companies, participated in this project whose goal was to promote cooperation between the
Spanish and Indian cultural industries using new technologies. The project made the most of digital
platforms to develop institutional relations and contact among cultural industry agents. The project,
carried out by the private association Kalarte, comprised the following events:

MEETING IN SPAIN WITH NOTEABLE INDIAN CULTURAL MANAGERS AND PROMOTORS
MARCH 18, 2013
This first meeting in Spain as part of this project was held in Valladolid in collaboration with the University
of Valladolid and the Carolina Foundation. The Indian NGO Banglanatak, specialist in communication and
the use of creative industries, performing arts and crafts as a vehicle for economic development, took
part in this meeting and was represented by its Founding Director, Amitava Bhattacharya, and Business
Development Manager, Sayantani Raychaudhuri.
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WORKSHOP / SEMINAR: "INTERnATIONALISATION OF CULTURAL INDUSTRIES:
THE INDIAN MARKET"
APRIL 8 2014, LAVA (LABORATORIO DE LAS ARTES DE VALLADOLID), VALLADOLID
This workshop on internationalization was aimed at performing arts and music groups and companies
with the following objectives: to give the participating public and private sector professionals, artists,
companies, producers, distributors and cultural managers an overview of Indian cultural industries; to
inform the participating companies of the opportunities in India’s growing market; to analyze access to
performing arts and music festival circuits in India and to establish a permanent Spain-India platform for
cooperation in the field of performing arts and music based on new technologies.
The seminar was inaugurated with the institutional presence of the Mayor of Valladolid, Francisco
Javier León de la Riva; Acción Cultural Española (Spain’s Public Agency for Cultural Action) Program
Director Jorge Sobredo and mobility programmer, Pablo Alvarez; Valladolid Municipal Foundation for
Culture’s Director, José María Viteri; Casa de la India Director, Guillermo Rodríguez and ARTESACYL,
the Castile and Leon Performing Arts Association, Director Carlos Tapia. The keynote speech was
given by Sanjoy Roy, Manager of one of the most important Indian entertainment organisations and
management companies, Teamwork Arts of New Delhi, who explained the fundamental characteristics
of the Indian market: an area with 1.2 billion people, and a middle class of 450 million people a large
percentage whom have high purchasing power and are hungry for cultural activities, be they cinema,
shows, performances, festivals or any of the industries surrounding culture. There is, therefore, a huge
potential consumer market in India for cultural leisure activities of an international ilk. He stressed that
cultural festivals, increasingly popular in India, are today one of the most representative and dynamic
models of the current cultural landscape of the country. In short, festivals have a cultural, economic
and tourist dimension in India with growing interest in international content and with a major impact on
these sectors. The presentation was followed by an interactive Q&A session with the participants, where
they could also share information with Sanjoy Roy and the Spanish experts present.

COLLABORATION IN THE CREATION OF THE "GUIDE TO THE INDIAN PERFORMING ARTS
AND MUSIC MARKET"
SEPTEMBER 2013 - APRIL 2014
The complexity of the Indian cultural scene makes it difficult to access and as a result, Spanish cultural
industries often encounter entrance barriers to the circuits and festivals. In this context it should also
be noted that there are very few cultural managers in Spain that specialise in India and that most of
the circuits, festivals, cultural producers and promoters remain unknown. There is a lack of information,
training and professionalization. Thus, even though India is in a phase of major growth, with an increasing
demand for cultural content, Spanish cultural industries do not have a strong presence of in India.
To fill this gap and lack of information, Casa de la India collaborated with the Asociación Redes
Transculturales Kalarte and the company Teamwork Arts in putting together a specific tool aimed at
Spanish cultural companies: a guide on the Indian performing arts and music market, with a socioeconomic analysis and a cultural diary which contains a database of cultural venues, international
festivals in India, public entities and events management companies. This guide has been disseminated
among groups of artists, cultural managers and companies to help improve their access to the Indian
market and to promote cultural exchanges between the two countries.
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2.4. BOOK PRESENTATIONS
LA GEOMETRÍA DEL BARRO. ANTHOLOGY OF POEMS BY RABINDRANATH TAGORE
FEBRUARY 11, CERVANTES INSTITUTE, NEW DELHI
In La Geometría del Barro (The Geometry of Clay) the Publisher LCK15 brings together The Child, Tagore’s
longest English poem and Poems, a collection of verses that remained unpublished until just after his
death and whose last poem, written in December 1939, was sang at the Indian poet’s funeral as he had
specifically requested. La Geometría del Barro gives us these two wonderful texts by Rabindranath
Tagore for the first time in Spanish.
The presentation in New Delhi coincided with the centenary of his being awarded the Nobel Prize.
Carlos Varona, Director of the New Delhi Cervantes Institute, Marcos Sacristán, Vice Chancellor of the
University of Valladolid, Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India and David Rodríguez, author
and translator of La Geometría del Barro were at the presentation.

POETA EN INDIA AND CORTES DE LUZ  
APRIL 24
On the occasion of "World Book and Copyright Day" (April 23rd) Casa de la India held a poetry recital
by the poet Veronica Aranda and represents an aesthetic and philosophical choice in her work. Aranda
takes us on a journey through India, through the poetry books she has dedicated to this country such as
Poeta en India (A Poet in India) and Cortes de Luz (Powercut), and other unpublished poems. The verses
unfold, to be filled with the characters of everyday Indian reality: rickshaw drivers, outcast workers,
barbers, artisans, the water carrier, beggars, child acrobats, etc. They are actant characters of this
reality, cruel and illusory at the same time, full of nuances and plasticity.

LA DESESPERACIÓN DEL LEÓN (Y OTRAS HISTORIAS DE LA INDIA)
JUNE 11
The author of La Desesperación del León (y otras historias de la India) (The Lion’s Desperation – and
Other Indian Tales), Sonia García Soubriet, chatted with journalist Franciso Alcántara about her book,
her literary career and her personal experience in India.
The stories in Sonia García Soubriet’s new book take place in India and are inspired by her journey,
although not conceived as an end in itself, but as a means of taking care of certain basic needs. Aware
of this complex reality, the author shows how agreements and disagreements can transform people’s
lives. The stories reflect a country where modernity and ancient customs live side by side in a disturbing
society of beliefs and casts. For the protagonists, who go around popular neighbourhoods and stay in
cheap hotels, travelling is about diving into oneself and creating stories, real or imaginary, that are
worthy of being heard in the half-light of a Delhi bar.

LA GUIRNALDA BY RABINDRANATH TAGORE
SEPTEMBER 5
A collection of Rabindranath Tagore poems are brought together in La Guirnalda (The Garland) by
Dibyajyoti Mukhopadhyay, Director of the Indo Hispanic Language Academy based in Kolkata. Edited in
honour of the 150th birth anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature,
the poems in the anthology are translated from Bengali to Spanish.
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3. EDUCATION
Fully aware of the demand in Spain for information related to Indian culture, society and history and with
the aim of favouring the interaction, exchange, and dissemination of cultural, educational and social
content via new technologies, Casa de la India regularly organises conferences and courses. These
didactic and academic activities, carried out in collaboration with other institutions, cover a wide range
of topics from performing arts and music, cultural and social issues within their historical perspectives,
spirituality and religion to contemporary economics, commerce and international relations. Casa de la
India hopes to impart this information through activities aimed at the general public as well as through
educational programmes designed for students in primary, secondary, upper secondary, and university
education. By means of these educational initiatives, Casa de la India therefore, hopes to serve as a
platform to develop programmes for institutional cooperation and collaborations between universities,
research centres, cultural centres, professionals, experts and academics, and the public administrations
of Spain and India.

3.1. COURSES
3.1.1. KALASANGAM. PERMANENT PERFORMING ARTS AND MUSIC SEMINAR
Since its inception seven years ago, Kalasangam, this permanent performing arts seminar has offered
training in Indian dance, theatre and music to professionals, students and Indophiles. The theoreticalpractical nature of the Kalasangam courses allows the students the opportunity to become familiar
with the essentials of obtaining a base in Indian performing arts and music and to be able to embark
on further study in any of the dance and music disciplines that have been offered. Indian aesthetic
theories, as well as other aspects of Indian culture, such as philosophy, religion or history, complement
the practical classes, helping to better understand, practice and enjoy these arts.
In the 2013–2014 session, the seminar included regular courses, master classes, and intensive workshops
as well as lecture-demonstrations given by various guest professional artists and masters, some of
whom also performed in Valladolid.

KALASANGAM: REGULAR COURSES
The Kalasangam Performing Arts Seminar, coordinated by Bharata Natyam dance specialist and
professional Monica de la Fuente, comprised the following regular courses:
•

BHARATA NATYAM CLASSICAL DANCE COURSE (Level I), October 14th, 2013 – June 20th, 2014.

•

BHARATA NATYAM CLASSICAL DANCE COURSE (Level 2), October 14th, 2013 – June 20th, 2014.

•

BHARATA NATYAM CLASSICAL DANCE COURSE (Levels 1 and 2), October 14th, 2013 – June 20th, 2014.

•

INDIAN DANCE FOR CHILDREN (5-9 years old), October 14th, 2013 – June 16th, 2014.

•

INDIAN DANCE FOR CHILDREN (10-14 years old), October 18th, 2013 – June 20th, 2014.

•

STUDY OF MOVEMENT AND GESTURAL WORK IN INDIAN PERFORMING ARTS (Bharata Natyam
and Kathakali), October 14th, 2013 – June 20th, 2014.

•

BHARATA NATYAM CLASSICAL DANCE COURSE (Level 2), November 7th, 2014 – June 19th, 2015.

•

INDIAN DANCE FOR YOUNGSTERS (10-16 years old), November 7th, 2014 – June 19th, 2015.

•

COMPLETE COURSE IN CLASSICAL INDIAN DANCE, November 29th, 2014 – June 13th, 2015.

MASTER CLASSES AND INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS BY INVITED MAESTROS
CLASSICAL INDIAN DANCE MASTERCLASS
April 10, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
As part of the Professional Inter-artistic Week organised by the Castile and Leon Professional Dance
School. Given by Mónica de la Fuente.
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KATHAKALI THEATRE WORKSHOP GIVEN BY THE MARGI COMPANY
November 14, Castile and Leon School of Dramatic Arts, Valladolid
As part of the IX Biennial AR&PA Fair (Heritage Restoration and Management Fair). This practical Kathakali
Theatre workshop, aimed at the drama school students offered an introduction to the essential aspects
of Indian performing arts, including training as an actor and the rhythm and movement coordination
that are characteristic of Kathakali Theatre. Gestural language and the use of mudras, hand gestures,
as well as hand and facial gestures were also looked at. Given by the Margi Company, Trivandrum, India
and sponsored by the ICCR.

KATHAKALI THEATRE MAKE-UP DEMONSTRATION
November 14, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
As part of the IX Biennial AR&PA Fair. In Kathakali theatre the actors personify their characters through
an elaborate make-up which is defined by the archetype of their role. The make-up also includes different
"chutii" or small layers of paper and rice paste made in situ. Viewers were able to see the actors getting
ready for their performance during part of this ritual preparation process which can take up to 3 hours.
Given by the Margi Company, Trivandrum, India and sponsored by the ICCR.

OPEN CALSSICAL INDIAN DANCE CLASS
November 16, Experimental Theatre, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
As part of the IX Biennial AR&PA Fair. This workshop-demonstration was led by Bharata Natyam
specialist Monica de la Fuente who recreated the ambience and methodology of the traditional South
Indian classical Bharata Natyam dance schools. It was also possible to experience Indian dance in its
traditional context according to the classical canons of ancient performing arts treatise. As observers or
active participants, attendees were able to get a taste of India through its art and discover some of the
secrets of the age-old dances of India.

KALASANGAM PARTICIPATION IN THE ÍNCOLA NETWORK FOUNDATION’S INTERCULTURAL FESTIVAL
NOVEMBER 29, Pajarillos Civic Centre, Valladolid
The Íncola Network Foundation celebrated the VII edition of its annual Intercultural Festival with the aim
of sharing and disseminating the wealth of intercultural coexistence. In 2014 the festival was inaugurated
with a performance by the young Kalasangam dance students of Casa de la India.
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3.2. LECTURES, ROUND TABLES AND WORKSHOPS
3.2.1. LECTURES, ROUND TABLES AND WORKSHOPS IN CASA DE LA INDIA
LECTURE: "SAN JUAN DE LA CRUZ: AN INDIAN VIEW"
FEBRUARY 27, EL NORTE DE CASTILLA CULTURE CLUB
The lecture was given by distinguished poet, playwright and translator H.S. Shivaprakash, Director of the
Tagore Zentrum in Berlin, Germany, spoke about San Juan de la Cruz from his perspective as an Indian
poet. For his work in Kannada language H.S. Shivaprakash was awarded the National Award for Poetry by
the Sahitya Akademi (India’s National Academy of Letters) in 2012 and the National Award for Theatre by
the Sangeet Natak Akademi (India’s National Academy of Music, dance and Drama) in 1997. The lecture
was organised by Casa de la India and El Norte de Castilla Newspaper in collaboration with the Castile
and Leon Regional Government and the Toro Designation of Origin Board.

LECTURE: "THE CONSTRUCTION OF PARADISE: MUGHAL GARDEN ARCHITECTURE"
MARCH 13
Lecture given by Darío Álvarez, Professor of the Department of Architecture Theory and Architectonic
Projects at the University of Valladolid.
Darío Álvarez gave a lecture on the Mughal Emperors who have passed into history as being cruel
warriors yet great constructors and instigators of sublime architectural works, which is striking
considering that they were a nomadic people. From a more exquisite and liberal Islam, compared to that
of other countries, from the first dynastic emperor, Babur, they planned a project to transform the dry
north of India into a garden, as a representation of the Paradise promised in the Quran. Thus the garden
became a fundamental element of Imperial Mughal architecture, from its incorporation in forts to grand
mausoleums.

LECTURE: "BETWEEN THE MODERN TAPESTRY THE MUGHAL INHERITANCE"
MARCH 20
Lecture given by Julio Grijalba Bengoetxea, Professor of the Department of Architecture Theory and
Architectonic Projects at the University of Valladolid.
Julio Grijalba introduced us to Indian architect Charles Correa, born in India in 1930, who is one of
the main protagonists of the evolution of modern architecture in his native country. One of his works
was the Mahatma Gandhi Memorial Museum, built next to the Sabarmati Ashram in Ahmedabad.
In its construction we can trace the echoes of his strong commitment to modernity as well as the
intention of a delicate quality dominated by a complex syncretism where the Mughal inheritance
can be noted.
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RABINDRANATH TAGORE MEMORIAL
MAY 7
Coinciding with the anniversary of Tagore’s birth, Casa de la India celebrated the "Rabindranath Tagore
Memorial" on May 7th. This year Professor Javier Blasco, Chair of Spanish Literature at the University of
Valladolid, gave a talk on the translations to Spanish by Zenobia Camprubí and Juan Ramón Jiménez of
Rabindranath Tagore’s works.

ROUND TABLE: "CHLIDREN AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN INDIA"
JUNE 12
The human rights situation of children in India was discussed in this roundtable session organised by
the Vicente Ferrer Foundation in collaboration with Casa de la India and the Castile and Leon Regional
Government.

LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION: "RAVI SHANKAR AND THE SITAR"
NOVEMBER 13
Sitarist Subrata De gave a practical sitar class and lecture demonstration, explaining Ravi Shankar’s
contribution to the instrument, different styles etc. This lecture was organised to accompany the "Ravi
Shankar: A Life in Music" exhibition which was held at Casa de la India from September to December.

3.2.2. LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS AT OTHER INSTITUTIONS
LECTURE: "INDIA, ANCIENT CIVILIZATION TO RISING POWER"
APRIL 1, RECTOR FERNANDO TEJERINA AULA MAGNA OF THE FACULTY OF COMMERCE, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID  
The Ambassador of Spain in India, Gustavo de Arístegui, gave this conference as part of the VIIIth annual
Conference on Australasian Economies and Societies organised by University of Valladolid’s Faculty of
Commerce.
The Ambassador gave an overview of the infinite contrasts and potential offered by this interesting country,
with its challenges and opportunities in the fields of energy, industry, and human resources and where
different ethnic groups, languages and dialects are struggling to break through. Organized by the University
of Valladolid’s Faculty of Commerce and Centre for Asian Studies in collaboration with Casa de la India.
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LECTURE: "VEDANTA: INDIA’S AGE OLD WISDOM"
APRIL 10, AULA TRISTE, SANTA CRUZ PALACE, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
The lecture was given by Dr. Karan Singh, Member of the Indian Parliament, world famous author,
erudite, philanthropist, and ex-Ambassador to the United States, ex Minister of Education and Culture
and President of the ICCR (Indian Council for Cultural Relations)
This lecture about Vedanta, organised by Casa de la India, El Norte de Castilla newspaper and
the University of Valladolid, centred on a philosophy which has been the key force in all streams of
Indian thought and culture for almost three thousand years. In the XXIst century it still influences the
main movements that try to extend the limits of human self perception through interpersonal study,
meditation and transreligious theologies.

ROUND TABLE SESSION: "EDUCATON IN INDIA IN THE XXIST CENTURY, CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPAIN IN A GLOBAL WORLD, FROM THE POINT OF VIEW
OF INDIAN EDUCATIONALISTS"
MAY 27, FACULTY OF EDUCATION AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLIID
A group of outstanding Indian professionals from the field of higher education participated in a round
table session in Valladolid during the third edition of the Spain-India Council Foundation’s Indian Leaders
Programme. The Indian leaders who participated in the session were Pawan Agarwal, Consultant for
Higher Education and Culture on the Indian Government Planning Commission; Ayesha Banerjee,
Education Editor for the Hindustan Times; Anustup Nayak, Vice President of XSEED Education; Ajay
Pandey, Dean of Programmes of the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad; R. K. Shevgaonkar,
Director of the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Delhi; Vidya Yeravdekar, Chief Director of Symbiosis
Society; Rajiv Yeravdekar, Dean of the Faculty of Health and Biomedical Sciences, Symbiosis International
University. Other participants in the round table were José María Marbán, Pro Vice Chancellor for
International Relations of the University of Valladolid and Ambassador Alonso Dezcallar, Secretary
General of the Spain-India Council Foundation. The session was moderated by Casa de la India Director,
Guillermo Rodríguez, and the Regional Director of Spanish nationwide radio and television channels
Onda Cero and Antena 3, Ignacio Fernández.
The audience in this round table had the opportunity to learn about the important policy and practice changes
in Indian education and on a global level, the role of education and knowledge in society as the engine of
progress and economic growth in the largest democracy in the world, as well as the possible opportunities for
the Spanish professional and academic worlds in this process of academic cooperation with India.
The session was organised by Casa de la India and the University of Valladolid in collaboration with
the Spain-India Council Foundation, El Norte de Castilla Newspaper and Spanish radio and television
channels Onda Cero and Antena 3.
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LECTURE: "YOUNG INDIAN LITERATURE: WRITING IN THE DIGITAL ERA"
MAY 29, FACULTY OF FILOSPHY AND ARTS, UNIVERSITY OF VALLADOLID
A conversation between Indian writer Siddharth Dhanvant Shanghvi and Santiago Rodriguez GuerreroStrachan, University of Valladolid for the University’s students, where the two participants spoke about
what it means to a young writer in this digital era, the importance of social networks in literature and
what relevance publishing as an enterprise has for a young writer. Siddharth Dhanvant Shanghvi’s first
novel, The Last Song of Dusk, won the Betty Trask Prize in the United Kingdom, the Grinzane Cavour
Prize in Italy and was nominated for the IMPAC Award in Ireland. Translated into a dozen languages, The
Last Song of Dusk became an international bestseller. The Lost Flamingos of Bombay was nominated for
the Man Asian Literary Award in 2008. The event was organised in collaboration with FIND (India Europe
Foundation for New Dialogues) and the University of Valladolid.

LECTURE: "THE FACETS OF RABINDRANATH TAGORE"
JUNE 19, LA MERCED SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
Casa de la India librarian and author, David Rodriguez, gave a lecture on the facets of Rabindranath Tagore
through his poetry. After the lecture, La Merced Secondary School students read some of Tagore’s poems.
The lecture formed part of the IV Indian Seminar organised by the La Merced Secondary School in Valladolid.

LECTURE AT THE III INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR CULTURE SEMINAR 2014
NOVEMBER 11, HOTEL NOVOTEL, VALLADOLID
Casa de la India Director, Guillermo Rodríguez, gave a talk on cultural management using the Casa de la
India Foundation as a model at this year’s seminar which was specifically dedicated to "New Territories
and Cultural Undertakings". Organised by the Regional Government of Castile and Leon, the seminar
brought together professionals from different sectors of the cultural industries that are known for giving
a novel view of their area. In this third edition of the seminar, innovative and creative experiences were
presented by professionals from Castile and Leon as well as from other regions in areas as diverse as
musical production, the world of publishing, performing arts, co-working or the management of cultural
and creative centres.

LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS AS PART OF THE IX BIENNIAL HERITAGE RESTORATION
AND MANAGEMENT FAIR - AR&PA 2014
NOVIEMBER 13 - 16, MIGUEL DELIBES CULTURAL CENTRE, VALLADOLID
The following workshops and lectures were held at the Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre in Valladolid as
part of the IX Biennial Heritage Restoration and Management Fair - AR&PA 2014 - where India was the
guest country:
INDIAN PLASTIC ARTS WORKHOP: RANGOLIS, HINDI CALLIGRAPHY AND MAKE UP
A space for expression and communication. In this workshop various artistic styles were integrated to allow
the creative exploration of Indian artistic diversity (rangolis, calligraphy, make-up...).
WORKSHOP: " SARI: THE MAGIC OF INDIAN WEAVES"
This workshop offered a tribute to the craftsmen and the quality of innumerable spinners and weavers
through the sari. Stories, myths and legends tell of the origin and history of this garment, workmanship
techniques, different styles, varied uses etc. as well the many ways of wearing the sari.
WORKSHOP: "DISCOVERING INDIA"
This workshop to increase awareness of Indian culture offered a meeting point where intercultural
dialogue was made possible through different cultural and social expressions. Participants learned
about greetings, rituals, gestures, customs and typical life styles in India, dress and ornaments, the use
of English and the teaching of Hindi, etc.
LECTURE "30 YEARS OF INTACH"
Given by Vandana Manchanda, Director of Heritage Projects at INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art
and Cultural Heritage).
LECTURE "CONSESRVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF INDIAN URBAN HERITAGE"
Given by Debashish Nayak, Director of the Centre for Heritage Management of the University of
Ahmedabad and Director of the Ahmedabad Heritage Centre.
CLOSING LECTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS AT AR&PA 2014
Given by Rajeev Sethi, President of the Asian Heritage Foundation, who gave an overview of the sustainable social and artistic projects run by his foundation to revive the Indian handicrafts industry.
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3.3. ESCUELA DE LA INDIA PROGRAMMES
Casa de la India’s educational programme is committed to the "learn by experience" methodology and
allows participants to learn about the reality of India by creating encounters between people, to learn
about the diversity of Indian culture and society, and provides a space to explore and put into practice
knowledge and values that have been experienced in an area of respect and freedom. The objectives of
the Escuela de la India therefore are based in increasing the range of information about India, promoting
learning through cultural diversity and in forging a more complete vision of India and its generous
legacy of traditions.
The programme presents different aspects of traditional and contemporary India through educational
and artistic activities and games (interactive dynamics, the reading of texts, plastic and traditional arts,
audiovisual activities, music, dance, theatre, etc.). Escuela de la India as an educational initiative therefore
promotes intercultural dialogue and offers a meeting space inspired by the comprehensive educational
theories and practices propounded by Rabindranath Tagore. Tagore, a fervent advocate of dialogue
between cultures and peoples, and convinced that East and West could understand each other, made great
efforts to achieve a rapprochement between western civilizations and India. With this Tagorean educational
ideology Escuela de la India has offered full program of activities providing an intercultural meeting space
where participants can express themselves in different ways, artistically, socially and culturally, creating a
dialogue with India and Tagore as a resource for learning, teaching and intercultural exchange.
In 2014 we have committed to an educational project that reaches diverse collectives, educational
centres, city councils etc., relying on the active participation of these centres to coordinate in the design
and implementation of specific collaboration projects tailored to the specific needs of each entity
and target group. The Escuela de la India educational programme offers cultural weeks, intercultural
days, seminars, meetings, workshops, didactic concerts and performances, special celebrations and
intercultural evenings dedicated to India. Escuela de la India presents proposals of its activities directly
to educational centres, offering customised programmes which are flexible and can be easily adapted
to the needs of an individual centre in terms of context, areas of interest, space or type of participant.
These activities have taken place in the educational centres themselves where requested, or at Casa de
la India Centre in Valladolid.
During 2014, Escuela de la India has undertaken fifteen intercultural days and weeks, five workshops,
ten special celebrations and five guided visits of Casa de la India with workshops. Feedback from the
centres, and the approximately three thousand five hundred students who participated in the activities
organised, has been very positive. The activities carried out by Escuela de la India in 2014 are described
in the following sections:

3.3.1. INTERCULTURAL WEEKS AND DAYS
CULTURAL WEEK AT CONDESA EYLO ALFONSO SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
FEBRUARY 10 TO 14

Escuela de la India’s cultural weeks cover different topics related to traditional and contemporary India
to help give an idea of the multicultural and multi-religious aspects of this huge country where different
cultures and religions exist side by side and learn from each other. The artistic demonstrations that
also form part of the activities give the students a glimpse of Indian aesthetic traditions as well Indian
culture, religion and history - thus giving the students the basic tools necessary to be able to understand,
practice and enjoy Indian arts. Escuela de la India organised a cultural week with the Condesa Eylo
Alfonso Secondary School in Valladolid and has been organising such weeks since 2006.
The aim of these days was to offer an introduction to Indian culture by portraying different cultural,
artistic and everyday aspects of life in India, from an intercultural perspective.
These days are in effect a synthesis of the activities carried out in the cultural weeks concentrating on
the following areas of special interest:
Performing arts in India
Customs and lifestyles in India
• Great world religions to encourage tolerance
•
•
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Introduction to Indian music
Ayurveda natural medicine
• Relaxation exercises and asanas
• Plastic and traditional arts and literature of India
• Traditional Indian games
• Music and musical instruments
• Cooperation and education.
•
•

CULTURAL DAYS
In 2014, Indian cultural days were organised with the following centres and bodies:
•

Huerta del Rey Social Action Centre, January 14th.

•

TEMAT Technical School, January 16th.

•

Ramón y Cajal Secondary School, Valladolid, January 21st.

•

Kantica Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, (Teacher Training), January 21st.

•

Ferrari Secondary School, Valladolid, February 3rd.

•

 ermanent University Millán Santos Students Association (AUMISAN),
P
February 7th and 21st.

•

Compañía de María La Enseñanza Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, February 26th.

•

Sagrado Corazón – Corazonistas School, March 5th to 7th.

•

Cigales Secondary School, Valladolid, April 1st.

•

Emilio Ferrari Secondary School, Valladolid, April 4th.

•

Llanos de Morañas Rural School, April 28th.

•

Alonso Berruguete Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, May 14th.

•

Parquesol Secondary School, Valladolid, October 10th.

•

Nuestra Señora del Duero, Infants and Primary School, Valladolid, December 19th.

3.3.2. WORKSHOPS
INDIANSTREET
JANUARY TO MAY, MONTHLY
This series of artistic encounters - workshops where young people could have fun and learn through
dance and learn about choreography offered an introduction to a great variety of dance and music
styles. The classes were based on Indian traditions of movement (yoga, martial arts and rhythmic and
gestural expression) which brought body awareness and control as well as expression and beauty. The
participants were also introduced to urban dance styles such as hip-hop, house, new-style and Bollywood
dance forms.
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3.3.3. SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS IN CASA DE LA INDIA
SCHOOL DAY OF PEACE AND NON-VIOLENCE
JANUARY 30
In celebration of the IVth "School Day of Peace and Non-violence" which coincides with the death
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi on January 30th, Escuela de la India, organised a series of activities at
Casa de la India for the 180 students from secondary schools of the city and province Valladolid that
signed up to participate.
The aim of the day was to provide the students with the tools for peace and understanding through
different educational dynamics for peace. Jesus Ojeda, Social Science Researcher and frequent
collaborator with Casa de la India, gave a lecture on the similarities between Gandhi and the late Nelson
Mandela.
In order to prepare participants to for the day’s activities, a documentary about Gandhi was previously
distributed to the centres. This 35 minute long DVD documentary on Gandhi with subtitles in Spanish
was produced by the National Gandhi Museum of Delhi.
The following educational centres from the province and city of Valladolid participated:
Emilio Ferrari Secondary School
Juan de Juni Secondary School
• Condesa Eylo Alfonso Secondary School.
•
•

EUROPEAN DAY OF ARTISTIC CREATIVITY
MARCH 21
As part of the European Day of Artistic Creativity, promoted by CreArt (Network of Cities for Artistic
Creation), Casa de la India invited the public to participate in the workshop-visits on the exhibition
"Temples, Forts and Palaces: 2000 Years of Indian Architecture" that took place in Casa de la India’s
auditorium. The aim of these activities was to stimulate and promote creativity in the public through
India’s art and architecture.
The workshop-visits given were inspired by one of the poet Rabindranath Tagore’s educational-didactic
principles, which served as a basis to show that creativity is an attitude, a skill present in the human
being, which can be implanted, stimulated and enriched by means of a huge variety of strategies founded
in the arts and knowledge.
The following three workshops were given:
Inspiration in buildings through Indian architecture.
Design your ideal building.
• "The mad building".
•
•
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EUROPEAN DAY AND NIGHT OF MUSEUMS
MAY 17
Casa de la India once again joined the celebration of the International Museum Day and European Night
of Museums coordinated in Valladolid by the city’s town council. This initiative began in Berlin in 1997
and is now celebrated in over 120 cities in Europe. Casa de la India opened its doors especially until one
in the morning offering guided visits of the exhibition, library and garden and interactive workshops.
The following activities were offered to the public that visited Casa de la India on this day:
• Information
•G
 uided

about Casa de la India.

visits of the Exhibition "India Through Your Eyes"

•G
 uided

visits of the library. The four faces of Rabindranath Tagore and collection of Indian musical
instruments

•V
 isit

of the Casa de la India garden "A Little Corner of Ahmedabad", which transported us to the
world of Indian architecture through the haveli and the miniature char-bagh (Mughal garden). For the
Mughals, char-baghs represented paradise, as mentioned in the Qur’an: the four canals symbolise
the four rivers in paradise carrying water, milk, wine and clarified honey

• I nteractive

workshops:
-K
 omal y la cometa de colores ("Komal and the multi-coloured kite"), given by author Asha Miró
and illustrator Glória Falcón
- La pequeña hija del Ganges ("The little daughter of the Ganges"), given by author Asha Miró

•T
 heatre
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PRESENTATION: KALASANGAM, END OF YEAR CELEBRATION AND ESCUELA DE LA INDIA  
JUNE 19
This event was organised by the Kalasangam (Permanent Performing Arts Seminar) students to
showcase what they had learnt during the year. The public enjoyed the Bharata Natyam performances
given by the various groups and levels of students. The courses and workshops planned for the following
academic year were also presented during the event.

3.3.4. PROJECTS WITH EDUCATIONAL CENTRES AND OTHER ENTITIES
COLLABORATION WITH THE CUELLAR DEANERY, SEGOVIA   
FEBRUARY 21ST, PARISH CENTRE, CUELLAR, SEGOVIA
The Escuela de la India team participated in the activities organised by the Cuellar (Segovia) parish in
the Campaign Against Hunger run as part of the Spanish NGDO Manos Unidas’ 2014 project "A new
world, a common project". The following activities were organised by the team:
• Documentary

screening of Six Yards of Grace: the Handcrafted Indian Saree".

• Lecture-demonstration:

Sari, the Magic of Indian Weaves.

"ALBANTA´S DAY INDIA" EUROPEAN PROGRAMME  
JANUARY 21 & FEBRUARY 27, KANTICA INFANTS AND PRIMARY SCHOOL, ARROYO DE LA ENCOMIENDA
TEACHER TRAINING DAY
The Valladolid Teacher Training Centre, CFIE, organised a training day for 25 teachers from Kantica
Arroyo de la Encomienda Infants and Primary School to develop a collaboration project and in preparation for "Albanta’s Day". The annual "Albanta’s Day" in 2014 was based on a journey to India and
the Escuela de la India team participated with the presentation of material on Indian culture, as well
as activities, resources and methodologies for the classroom in for this year’s "Albanta’s Day India"
celebration.
"ALBANTA´S DAY INDIA" CELEBRATION
"Albanta’s Day India" was celebrated on February 27th, something different, full of colour, a day in which
the whole school could learn about different facets of traditional and contemporary India, with the aim
of bringing together the multiple cultural aspects fundamental to the understanding, practice and enjoyment of Indian culture.
The following workshops were held throughout the school day
• Discovering

India. Diversity and multiculturalism.

• Performing

arts, dance and gestural theatre

• Gastronomy

(with the collaboration of the school’s parent’s association)

• Make-up
• Closing

"Holi festival".
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COLLABORATION WITH THE LOVA PROJECT  
FEBRUARY 25, DIVINA PROVIDENCIA SCHOOL, TORDESILLAS, VALLADOLID

Escuela de la India collaborated with the music teacher of the Divina Pastor Bilingual School, Tordesillas,
Valladolid in their ongoing educational project LOVA (La Ópera como Vehículo de Aprendizaje, in English,
Opera as a Vehicle for Learning). LOVA is a project that encourages teachers to create an opera, or a
short musical act with their students. The students learn, as if they were professionals, the many tasks
involved in forming a company, writing, composing, designing and developing the entire project from
zero to performance.
Escuela de la India organised an activity "The cultural trades. Design and programming cultural
festivals with India" whereby the students learnt about the different types of festivals Casa de la India
programmes.

"COLLEAGUES FOR A DAY" PROGRAMME   
APRIL 8, CONDESA EYLO ALFONSO SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
"Colleagues for a day" is an educational initiative organised by the Condesa Eylo Alfonso Secondary School
of Valladolid. It is based on the Junior Achievement Spain Foundation "Partners for a day" programme,
whereby students aged 16 and 17 can get firsthand experience of the work place with the intention that
this would allow better informed decisions in their academic and professional choices. As part of this
programme, Casa de la India hosted two students from the Condesa Eylo Alfonso Secondary School to
accompany a Casa de la India professional throughout one working day. The students participated in
the workshop "The internationalization of the performing arts and music cultural industries: the Indian
market", and were able to see some of the characteristics and peculiarities associated with working in
cultural management as well as the demands and opportunities offered by the Indian job market.

INDIA WEEK  
ABRIL 30, EZEQUIEL GONZÁLEZ SECONDARY SCHOOL, SEGOVIA
The Ezequiel González Secondary School organised a cultural week with a bilingual section in order for
the students to become acquainted with different English-speaking countries through their geography,
history, literature, customs, food, music etc. Escuela de la India was asked to represent India and did so
through the educational principles of the multidisciplinary artist and educator Rabindranath Tagore.
The students, aged from 11 to 17, were able to learn about Indian life and customs, as well how to express
themselves through poetry, writing, theatre, music, dance and art. The various workshops and activities
were organised in order to show Indian culture from different perspectives and realities were presented
within the following two main groups:
• "Discovering
• "Dance

India"

as a means of expression, communication, intercultural awareness and means of integration
and socialization".
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"WE’RE ALL GOING TO INDIA" EDUCATIONAL FAIR AT THE SANTA TERESA DE JESÚS SCHOOL,
VALLADOLID  
APRIL 8, SANTA TERESA DE JESÚS SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
Organised by the association Design for Change, the international encounter for children and young
people "Be the Change", where children and young people from all over the world present their
innovation projects, was held on September 27th and 28th in the Indian city of Ahmedabad. In 2014 the
Spanish project selected was "The Water Guardians" presented by the 5th grade students of the Santa
Teresa de Jesús School. To celebrate the award, Escuela de la India collaborated with Design for Change
Spain in the following activities:
• Exhibition

of didactic panels on Indian culture and society.

• Workshops given by Escuela de la India: "Discovering India", "Performing and plastic arts", "Calligraphy",

"Make-up" and "Sari: the Magic of Indian Weaves".
• Classical

Bharata Natyam dance demonstration.

XII INTERCULTURAL FAIR  
OCTOBER 5, CARBONERO EL MAYOR, SEGOVIA
As part of the annual Intercultural Fair, and in collaboration with the Escuela de la India team, the
Carbonero el Mayor Town Council organised the section "Introduction to other cultures", with the
following activities:
• Information

stand with general information about Casa de la India, educational projects and other
topics related to Indian culture.
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• "Discovering

India" workshop on culture and society

• "Sari,

the Magic of Indian Weaves" workshop

• "Your

name in Hindi" calligraphy workshop

• Rangoli

and block printing workshop

• Make-up

workshop.

INDIAN CULTURE IN THE CLASSROOMS  
2013-2014 ACADEMIC YEAR, LA MERCED SECONDARY SCHOOL, VALLADOLID
Indian culture was yet again present in a very special way in the classrooms of La Merced Secondary
School with the difference that this year the teachers set up a working group that was officially recognised
by the Valladolid Teacher Training Centre (CFIE) and with the commitment to produce didactic materials
at the end of the academic year in May 2014.
The activities took place both in the school classrooms as well as at the Casa de la India centre. This pilot
project was developed by La Merced Secondary School, which for some years now has been a bilingual
(Spanish – English) centre of learning.
The following activities were carried out over the 2013–2014 academic year:
• Production

of teaching materials in different formats.

• Intercultural

Seminar at Casa de la India.

• Lecture: "Culture as a Tool for Sustainable Development" given by Amitava Bhattacharya and Sayantani

Raychaudhuri form the ONG Banglanatak, which is dedicated to the promotion of artistic expression by
traditional societies as a means of development.
• The

"Tagore Virtual Classroom", via indianet.es, allowed students of La Merced Secondary School in
Valladolid, Spain and DPS International in New Delhi, India to make contact with each other.

• Lecture on the facets of Rabindranath Tagore by local writer David Rodriguez. The lecture was followed

by readings by La Merced Secondary School students from the book La Geometría del Barro ("The
Geometry of Clay", an anthology of Tagore’s poems recently translated to Spanish).
• V

Indian Cultural Day at the Bailarín Vicente Escudero Civic Centre where the following interesting
subjects were covered: Valladolid and Ahmedabad as twin cities, music and images "India at the
opera", the Indian art of mandalas and lastly a talk titled "My journey to India. A unique experience".

• Guided

visits to the exhibitions:
- "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" at Casa de la India.
- "Ravi Shankar and Cinema" at the Casa Revilla Exhibition Gallery.
- "30 years of INTACH. Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage" at the Miguel Delibes
Cultural Centre.
- "Tanjavur Brihadisvara: The Monument and the Living Tradition" at the Monasterio de Nuestra Señora de
Prado exhibition gallery.
- "Discovering Ahmedabad: Heritage and Urban Transformation" at the main Valladolid Tourist
Information Centre gallery.

EDUCATIONAL COLLABORATION PROJECT WITH THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL FOR PATTERN
DESIGN AND FASHION (TEMAT)  
2013–2014 ACADEMIC YEAR
Second year TEMAT Technical School pattern design and fashion student Teresa Revenga Pinto, with the
help and supervision of her teacher Ana M. Gutierrez Bayo, collaborated during the 2013-2014 academic
year in producing the costumes for the Mónica de la Fuente Company’s "Rasa-Duende" show. Thanks to
this collaboration, the student was able to attain in depth work experience.
To mark the end of the project, the "Rasa-Duende" artists will participate in the fashion show that will
be held in 2015.
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3.3.5. GUIDED CULTURAL VISITS OF CASA DE LA INDIA
The aim of this activity is to encourage schoolchildren to get to know Casa de la India via a programme of
visits and workshops at Casa de la India. The visits and workshops are catered to each group of students
and allow them direct contact with Indian culture. The visits include a guided tour of the building, taking
advantage of any exhibitions that are being held at the time to help explain different aspects of Indian
culture.

VISITS TO THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION "INDIA THROUGH YOUR EYES"  
MAY 16 - JULY 18
"India Through Your Eyes" was the exhibition of finalist and selected photographs from the 721 entrants
to the International Photography Completion titled "India Through Your Eyes" organised in celebration
of the foundation’s tenth anniversary. The images covered a variety of subject matter including
portraits, monuments, landscapes, animals, homes, cities etc. The competition was organised with the
collaboration of Diva India Travel and Air India.
The following visits were organised to this exhibition:
• La

Merced Secondary School, April 28th.

• San

José Retirement and Nursing Home, June 16th.

VISITS TO THE EXHIBITION " "RAVI SHANKAR: A LIFE IN MUSIC"  
SEPTEMBER 19 - DECEMBER 18
The "Ravi Shankar: A Life in Music" exhibition was the first to be produced in memory of the Indian
musician Ravi Shankar after his passing in December 2012 and gave a global vision of his life and work.
The exhibition comprised photographs, posters, album covers, compositions, letters, audiovisual
material, clothes worn during performances and one of the maestro’s sitars that had been played during
the 1970s, as well as other personal objects. The exhibition, much of which was sourced from the private
archives of Ravi Shankar, showed the truly universal dimension of this mythical Indian musician for the
first time in Europe.
The following visits were organised to this exhibition:
• Cruz

Roja Youth, December 12th.

• Leopoldo
• Condesa

Cano Secondary School, December 16th.

Eylo Alfonso Secondary School, December 18th.

3.4. EDUCATIONAL SOCIAL INTEGRATION PROJECTS
"THE LANGUAGE OF DANCE THAT EMERGES FROM SILENCE" WITH LA CAIXA FOUNDATION   
DECEMBER 2013 - DECEMBER 2014
"The Language of Dance that Emerges from Silence" project received funding through the La Caixa
Foundation "Art for Social Improvement 2013" scheme and was carried out in collaboration with the
University of Valladolid Faculty of Education and Social Work. The project focussed, through Indian
dance, on the creative development of people with hearing disabilities as a means of improving their
self awareness and social integration.
In Indian performing arts, gestural expression (including hand gestures, mudras, and facial and corporal
expression) is considered to be the main element of communication, through which visual poetry can
be created, stories told, and above all, emotions can be expressed. This last facet is, according to Indian
aesthetic theory, the very purpose of art. Throughout the project it became obvious that there were
many common areas between sign language and Indian dance, and that some of these dance principles
could fruitfully be applied to this language during this creative process.
"The Language of Dance that Emerges from Silence" project was divided into the following four main
groups of actions:
GROUP 1. Meetings were organised between the pedagogical teams of Casa de la India, ASPAS Valladolid
(the Valladolid branch of the national association for parents and friends of the deaf), professionals
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and experts (in sign language and in personal development processes for young people with hearing
disabilities), artists Ravi Prasad and Mónica de la Fuente, and the participating target group - young
people, from Valladolid city and province, with hearing disabilities who communicate using oral or sign
language.
GROUP 2. Coordination teams with other organisations during the development of the project:
• Initial

coordination and presentation with ASPAS Valladolid as the key association in the area.

•C
 ontinuing

coordination with the University of Valladolid, within the Department for Didactics of
Musical, Plastic and Corporal Expression, to create a research team.

•C
 oordination

with the teaching staff and speech therapists from the Niño Jesus School of Valladolid,
which has 30 years experience of working with people with disabilities.

•C
 oordination

and collaboration between sign language interpreters and the artist Mónica de la Fuente
to create artistic works and didactic materials.

GROUP 3. TCorporal expression and artistic creation workshops were held during April and May at Casa
de la India. The pedagogical team, artists and the target group, young people with hearing disabilities
worked together using Indian performing arts, sign language and vocal techniques.
GROUP 4. Activities at the Niño Jesus School where children with and without hearing disabilities
attend classes. The aim was to share this creative experience with students not so far involved in the
project in order to improve mutual understanding and integration. These activities took the form of
corporal expression and artistic creation workshops using tales, gestural poems and stories where the
gestural language of Indian dance was combined with sign language so as to explore the expressive
abilities of all the students.
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4. LIBRARY
Casa de la India’s library specialises in information about India. The library’s main functions are to
support Casa de la India’s educational and cultural activities, as well as giving readers and researchers
a point of access to India’s rich cultural heritage.
The library houses more than 3,000 titles including books, periodicals, audiovisual material (CDs and
DVDs) and multimedia (CD-ROM). India’s linguistic wealth is reflected in the number of languages
represented in the library collection: English, Spanish, Hindi, Bengali and Malayalam, amongst others.
With the aim of providing access to Indian culture and information about India, the library gives users
access to films, documentaries, music and books, fiction (novels, poetry and plays) and non-fiction,
covering many topics such as philosophy, religion, society, politics, economy, travel, history and art, to
name but a few.
The Casa de la India library catalogue remains an integrated part of the Castile and Leon Libraries
network catalogue. The lending policy means that a person can borrow two books and one CD, DVD
or CD-ROM at any one time. The lending period for books is 15 days and for audiovisual or multimedia
material, 7 days. Library users can not only consult the catalogue (http://rabel.jcyl.es), but they can also
reserve and renew resources on-line.
The Casa de la India library is open to the public from Monday to Friday (except public holidays) from
10:00 to 14:00 and from 17:00 to 20:00 (except Monday afternoons) and can be accessed with either of
the following two types of membership:
•

 embership of the Castile and Leon Libraries network (Bibliotecas de Castilla y León). This card can
M
be obtained from any of the libraries that form part of the RABEL (Red de Bibliotecas de Castilla y
León) network and must be shown in order to borrow any library resource.

•

 s an Amigo of Casa de la India (all categories). This card must be shown in order to use the library or
A
Haveli garden reading and study areas. Amigos of Casa de la India can also benefit from other library
services such as narrowcasting (selective dissemination of information) and Wi-Fi.
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JOSÉ PAZ TAGORE LIBRARY
Throughout 2014, Casa de la India continued to organise events and activities to further propogate
Rabinadranath Tagore, the man and his work.
As in previous years, Casa de la India celebrated the "Rabindranath Tagore Memorial" on the anniversary
of Tagore’s birth, May 7th. In 2014, the day’s events included a talk by Professor Javier Blasco, Chair
of Spanish Literature at the University of Valladolid on the translations to Spanish of Rabindranath
Tagore’s works by Zenobia Camprubí and Juan Ramón Jiménez.
Other events throughout the year included in February, an anthology of Rabindranath Tagore’s poems
translated from English to Spanish titled La Geometría del Barro (The Geometry of Clay) which was
presented at the Cervantes Institute in Delhi. The anthology, published by LCK15, brings together The
Child, Tagore’s longest English languange poem, and Poems, a collection of Tagore’s poems that was
not published until after his death, and the last of which, written in 1939, was sung, as per the Indian
bards wishes, at his funeral. Cervantes Institute Director Carlos Varona, University of Valladolid Vice
Chancellor Marcos Sacristán, Casa de la India Director Guillermo Rodríguez and author and translator of
La Geometría del Barro David Rodríguez took part in the presentation.
In June, during the IV Indian Seminar organised by the La Merced Secondary School in Valladolid, Casa
de la India librarian, David Rodríguez, gave a lecture on the facets of Rabindranath Tagore through his
poetry. After the lecture, La Merced Secondary School students read some of Tagore’s peoms.
In September, Immortal Tagore, a documentary by P Kundu on the life and work of Rabindranath
Tagore was screened at Casa de la India. Also in September, a delegation of students from the Hispanic
Language Academy (Kolkata, India), headed by academy Director Dibyajyoti Mukhopadhyay, presented
the book of poems La Guirnalda (The Garland), a book of Rabindranath Tagore’s poems translated from
Bengali to Spanish.
In autumn, Tapan Sinha’s Kabuliwala, based on a story by Rabindranath Tagore, was screened as part of
the cycle of films for which Ravi Shankar had composed the music, "Soundtracks by Ravi Shankar". The
story tells of an Afghani fruitseller who emigrates to Kolkata in order to improve his life and the tale of
his meeting with a young child called Mini, who reminds him of own daughter, far away in Afghanistan.
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5. COOPERATION AND ENTEPRISE
5.1. EUROPEAN COOPERATION PROJECT WITH AHMEDABAD
EUROPEAID COOPERATION PROJECT "CULTURAL HERITAGE & MANAGEMENT VENTURE LAB"
IN AHMEDABAD, INDIa 

European Union

The international cooperation project "Investing in People. Supporting Culture as a Vector of Democracy
and Economic Growth", funded by the European Union through the EuropAid scheme, began last
December 2013 and will continue for 30 months. Representatives of all the project partners (Casa de
la India, University of Valladolid, Valladolid City Council, University of Ahmedabad and Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation) attended the official inauguration of the project in Ahmedabad in February 2014.

Throughout this first year, Casa de la India has coordinated and guided the project partners in the
preparation of socio-economical studies and in the diagnosis and definition of the sub-clusters that
comprise the cluster of industries related to Ahmedabad’s cultural heritage. This was set as one of the
main objectives of the project in its first year. The two main components of the project are as follows:

A. AHMEDABAD CULTURAL HERITAGE & CREATIVE INDUSTRIES CLUSTER
This is a professional platform for the promotion and development of cultural and heritage industries
through the City of Ahmedabad’s cultural activities and businesses. The cluster is open to young
entrepreneurs, business people and institutions from Ahmedabad, who can benefit from an organisational
structure that is both vertical horizontal and that favours information flow in all areas related to cultural
heritage. Currently the cluster comprises over 50 local bodies including public institutions, professional
companies, research bodies, various NGOs and entrepreneurs who work and collaborate towards
common goals:
•

Development of new projects, products and services to do with heritage and culture.

•

 roviding technical advice on common areas of interest (marketing and promotion strategies, quality,
P
technology, logistics, etc.).

•

Facilitating access to professional markets worldwide.

•

Influencing specific policies or policymakers around key aspects related to cultural and heritage
activities.

•

 ttracting new companies, investors and enterprising individuals and companies to the cultural business
A
sector.

•

Policy advocating and lobbying at local, regional and national level.
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Throughout 2014 more than a thousand people participated in the activities organised as part
of the project action plan designed to attract members to the new cluster. Four major events were
organised in Ahmedabad in 2014 to increase project awareness and visibility and to bring together
local artisans, tourism managers, communication and media managers, business people from the kite
sector, performing arts artists and managers, events managers, textile and sari industry artisans and
managers, young entrepreneurs, architects and technicians who could join the cluster, agreeing to work
together towards the common goals and objectives.

B. Ahmedabad Venture Lab
The venture lab is an innovative programme hosted by the University of Ahmedabad and their project
partners. It will provide theoretical and practical training through master classes as well as a business
consultancy service for new business initiatives in the cultural sector. The goal of this programme
is to create at least ten new companies supported by the "Ahmedabad Cultural Heritage & Creative
Industries Cluster" in 2015 and 2016. Participants can benefit from the international experience and
training offered by the Spanish and Indian experts during the different training programmes. These
training programmes will begin in 2015 and emphasise cultural heritage management as a basic pillar
for economic development and the creation of wealth in Ahmedabad.
PROJECT PRESENTATION IN JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
SEPTEMBER 9 & 10, JOHANNESBURG
On September 9th and 10th 2014, Casa de la India and the University of Ahmedabad attended the seminar
on "Cultural and Creative Industries and Youth: A Chance for Each Other" held in Johannesburg, South
Africa. The seminar was organized by the European Union Delegation in Pretoria, and its main objective
was to have thought-provoking exchanges and sharing of innovative approaches and best practices
in the field of cultural and creative industries. Tomas Garabito, Casa de la India European Projects
Manager, and Vijay Ramchandani, University of Ahmedabad Project Technical Assistant, presented the
project "Cultural Heritage & Management Venture Lab in Ahmedabad, India" to a group of over seventy
participants from all around the world, as a case study for the creation of a cluster that facilitates
cultural heritage management in Ahmedabad and generates wealth for the area.
PROJECT PRESENTATION AT THE IX BIENNIAL HERITAGE RESTORATION
AND MANAGEMENT FAIR - AR&PA 2014
NOVEMBER 15, VALLADOLID
India was the guest country in this 2014 edition of the AR&PA Biennial Heritage Restoration and
Management Fair held, from November 13th to 16th, at the Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre in Valladolid.
This high profile and very popular cultural event (over eighteen thousand visitors in 2014) provided
the ideal venue to showcase Spain-India cooperation through the current Casa de la India led project
with Ahmedabad. The project "Cultural Heritage & Management Venture Lab in Ahmedabad, India",
presented on September 15th in the Camino de Santiago Hall, was attended by the Vice Chancellor of
the University of Valladolid, Daniel Miguel San José, the Director General of Cultural Heritage in the
Regional Government of Castile and Leon, Enrique Saiz, the Director of Culture, Commerce and Tourism
at Valladolid City Council, Juan Manuel Guimerans, the Director of Casa de la India, Guillermo Rodríguez,
and the Director of the University of Ahmedabad Centre for Heritage Management, Debashish Nayak.
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INAUGURATION OF THE CULTURAL HERITAGE AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES CLUSTER
DECEMBER 7, AHMEDABAD
The cluster was officially launched at a public ceremony on December 7th held in the Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation Civic Centre gardens. The Mayor of Ahmedabad, Meennaxi Patel presided the
event which was attended by Shailendra Mehta, Vice Chancellor of the University of Ahmedabad,
Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India, Magdalena Cruz Yábar, Deputy Head of Mission of
the Spanish Embassy in New Delhi, C.K. Koshy, Chief Executive Officer of the University of Ahmedabad
Centre for Heritage Management, Debashish Nayak, Director of the University of Ahmedabad Centre
for Heritage Management, and Manvita Baradi, Director of the Ahmedabad based NGO, Urban
Management Centre.

5.2. IX AR&PA BIENNIAL 2014, INDIA AS GUEST COUNTRY
India was the guest country at the 2014 AR&PA Biennial Fair (Heritage Restoration and Management
Fair), held at the Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre from November 13th to 16th, organised by the Regional
Government of Castile and Leon with the support of UNESCO. India’s presence at the fair was coordinated
by Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in Spain. A delegation of Indian experts attended the
event, including Rajeev Sethi, President of the Asian Heritage Foundation as principal speaker during
the closing ceremony; Debashish Nayak, Director of the University Ahmedabad Centre for Heritage
Management; Navin Piplani, Director of the Heritage Academy of the Indian National Trust for Art and
Cultural Heritage (INTACH, New Delhi) and Vandana Manchanda, Director of Heritage Projects at INTACH.
The inauguration of the India Stand, as part of the official opening act of the Fair was celebrated with the
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presence of the Ambassador of India to Spain, Vikram Misri; the President of the Regional Government
of Castile and Leon, Juan Vicente Herrera; the Minister for Culture of the Regional Government of
Castile and Leon, Alicia Garcia; the Deputy Mayor of Valladolid City Council, Mercedes Cantalapiedra
and the General Secretary of the University of Valladolid, Pilar Garcés. Outcomes of this event that
deserve mention include the avid networking that took place between Spanish and Indian institutions
and companies in the restoration sector and new initiatives such as the creation of a Smart Heritage
Think-Tank which will significantly increase the cooperation efforts between Spain and India in the areas
of conservation, research and cultural heritage management. Another milestone for this year’s Biennial
was the signing of an MoU between the Ministry for Culture and Tourism of the Regional Government
of Castile and Leon and the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH) on November
14th. The agreement was signed by Alicia Garcia, the Minister for Culture of the Regional Government of
Castile and Leon, and Navin Piplani, Director of the Heritage Academy of INTACH. Casa de la India was
a key element in bringing these two organisations together to sign this collaboration agreement which
will favour the exchange of experts and best practices with regard to cultural heritage. INTACH also
received the Biennial’s Honorary Award for their achievements in the field of heritage restoration during
the closing ceremony of the Congress.
India’s presence at the AR&PA Biennial was distinguished not only because of these events, but also
due to the following institutional, cultural, academic and business components that were organised by
Casa de la India and the Embassy of India in collaboration with various Indian and Spanish institutions.

INDIA STAND
The following Indian institutions were represented at the official India Stand: the Indian Council for
Cultural Relations (ICCR), the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), the Asian Heritage
Foundation, the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH), as well as the University of
Ahmedabad, Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation and Casa de la India with the European Union co-funded
project "Cultural Heritage and Management Venture Lab in Ahmedabad".

EXHIBITIONS
"DISCOVERING AHMEDABAD: HERITAGE AND URBAN TRANSFORMATION"
November 13 - 30, Valladolid Tourist Information Centre Gallery
Produced by the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
"30 YEARS OF INTACH"
November 14 - 16, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
Produced by the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH)
"TANJAVUR BRIHADISVARA: THE MONUMENT AND THE LIVING TRADITION"
November 14 - December 13, Monasterio de Nuestra Señora de Prado Exhibition Gallery, Valladolid
Produced by the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA)
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PERFORMANCE
CLASSICAL KATHAKALI THEATRE, Given by the Margi Company
November 14, Experimental Theatre Hall, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid

CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS
KATHAKALI THEATRE WORKSHOP GIVEN BY THE MARGI COMPANY
November 14, Castile and Leon School of Dramatic Arts, Valladolid
KATHAKALI THEATRE MAKE-UP DEMONSTRATION BY THE MARGI COMPANY
November 14, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
INDIAN PLASTIC ARTS WORKHOP: RANGOLIS, HINDI CALLIGRAPHY AND MAKE UP
November 15, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
WORKSHOP: "SARI: THE MAGIC OF INDIAN WEAVES"
November 15, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
OPEN CLASS: "ClaSSICAL INDIAN DANCE"
November 16, Experimental Theatre, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid
WORKSHOP: "DISCOVERING INDIA"
November 16, Miguel Delibes Cultural Centre, Valladolid

SEMINAR: "RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN HERITAGE CONSERVATION:
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SPAIN-INDIA"
November 15
A Spain-India cooperation seminar was organised as part of the "AR&PA Innovation" programme of
activities. Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India, moderated the round table session in
which the following Indian and Spanish experts participated: Navin Piplani, Director of the Heritage
Academy of the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH, New Delhi); Girish Bhagat,
representative of the Valladolid Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Maharashtra, India; Gumersindo
Bueno, Technical Director of the Santa María la Real Foundation; Isabel Rodríguez, International Director
of Tecnalia; and Alberto Grijalba, Professor of Architecture at the University of Valladolid. This debate and
discussion between India and Spain generated an exchange of ideas regarding Spain-India cooperation
in the fields of cultural heritage, restoration and technological innovation. The speakers proposed a joint
initiative for experts from both countries to start a "Smart Heritage Think-Tank". This group of experts,
to be led by Casa de la India and INTACH as the main partner in India, in collaboration with the Regional
Government of Castile and Leon, Valladolid City Council, the University of Valladolid along with other
Spanish entities, would propose a set of best practices that would be incorporated into the processing
of Spanish and Indian smart cities in the future and significantly increase opportunities for cooperation
between Spain and India in the areas of conservation, research and of cultural heritage management.
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LECTURES AT THE AR&PA BIENNIAL FAIR
NOVEMBER 15, CHAMBER HALL MIGUEL DELIBES CULTURAL CENTRE, VALLADOLID
"30 YEARS OF INTACH"
Vandana Manchanda, Director of Heritage Projects at INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural
Heritage), gave a presentation on some of the projects carried out over its 30 year history in the fields
of cultural and natural heritage restoration and conservation in India, carried out through their Chapters
(branches) that are based around the country.
"CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF INDIAN URBAN HERITAGE"
Given by Debashish Nayak, Director of the University of Ahmedabad Centre for Heritage Management
and Director of the Ahmedabad Heritage Centre, this lecture was arranged at the Biennial by Casa
de la India. Mr Nayak explained the different projects and studies undertaken by the University of
Ahmedabad Centre for Heritage Management, the current situation of urban heritage in India and
the challenges being faced by this new generation, to whom heritage conservation is of utmost
importance.
CLOSING LECTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS AT AR&PA 2014
Casa de la India, as organiser and supervisor of the events for India as guest country at this edition
of AR&PA, organised this lecture by Rajiv Sethi at the closing of the International Congress at AR&PA.
Rajeev Sethi, President of the Asian Heritage Foundation, outlined the heritage restoration and
conservation projects carried out by the Foundation and talked further about new projects planned for
the future.
BUSINESS COOPERATION
As part of the AR&PA programme of activities designed to favour business, Casa de la India
organised a meeting with business people from the cultural conservation and restoration sector.
The meeting was co-organised by the Valladolid Chamber of Commerce and Industry with Girish
Bhagat, their representative in Maharashtra, India. This meeting was a starting point and allowed
a group of Spanish companies to make their first contact with India. They were given information
and practical details with the aim of increasing the international possibilities for investment in a
country like India.
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5.3. "INDIAN LEADERS PROGRAMME" IN VALLADOLID
MAY 27
In 2014 the Spain-India Council Foundation held the third edition of its annual "Indian Leaders
Programme", whereby Indian professionals considered to be outstanding in their field are invited
to visit and learn firsthand about the reality that is Spain. The Leaders visited the cities of Madrid,
Valladolid and Barcelona from May 25th to 30th. As part of this initiative, on May 27th, the University
of Valladolid and Casa de la India organized the round table session "Education in India in the XXI
Century: Challenges and Opportunities for Spain in a Global World, the Vision of Leaders of the
Education Sector" at the University of Valladolid Faculty of Education. The participants comprised
seven outstanding representatives of different Indian universities and the media. In the organization
of the various meetings held during the visit of these Indian representatives to Valladolid, the SpainIndia Council Foundation relied on the collaboration of two of its Board Members, Casa de la India and
the University of Valladolid, as well as Valladolid City Council, the Valladolid Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, and regional and national media: El Norte de Castilla newspaper, Onda Cero Radio and
Antena 3 TV. The guests from India who participated in this year’s programme were opinion-makers
in the fields of business, academia, research and media:
Pawan Agarwal, Adviser on the Higher Education and Culture Planning Commission, Government of India.
Ayesha Banerjee, Education Editor, Hindustan Times.
Anustup Nayak, Vice President, XSEED Education.
Ajay Pandey, Dean (Programmes), Indian Institute of Management – Ahmedabad.
R. K. Shevgaonkar, Director, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) – Delhi.
Vidya Yeravdekar, Principal Director, Symbiosis Society.
Rajiv Yeravdekar, Dean, Faculty of Health and Biomedical Sciences, Symbiosis International University.
The round table session was opened by Ambassador Alonso Dezcallar, General Secretary of the Spain-India
Council Foundation, and José María Marbán, Pro Vice-Chancellor of International Relations and University
Extension of the University of Valladolid, and jointly moderated by Guillermo Rodriguez, Director of Casa
de la India, and Ignacio Fernández, Regional Director for Onda Cero Radio and Antena 3 TV.
The group of Indian professionals who participated in this year’s programme were able to learn firsthand
about the reality of Spain’s education sector. One of the aims is to promote networking and to maintain
contact between the Spain-India Council Foundation, the participants and their Spanish counterparts on
a medium to long term basis and to promote and strengthen Spain’s image in India. Another objective
is to promote complementary training in Spanish, a highly valued language in all professional markets
and especially in India.
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5.4. COOPERATION IN THE BUSINESS SECTOR
PRESENTATION OF CULTURAL HOLIDAYS AT FITUR
JANUARY 24
During FITUR 2014 (Madrid International Tourism Fair) Casa de la India invited the Manager of
Somatheeram Ayurveda Group of Resorts, exhibiting at FITUR, to present the cultural holiday "Ayurveda
and Yoga in India". A seven-day ayurvedic treatment was raffled at the presentation, to be redeemed at
one of the company’s resorts in Kerala, South India.

WORKSHOP / SEMINAR: "INTERnATIONALISATION OF CULTURAL INDUSTRIES:
THE INDIAN MARKET"
APRIL 8, LAVA (LABORATORIO DE LAS ARTES DE VALLADOLID), VALLADOLID
As part of this seminar, businessman Sanjoy Roy, Manager of Teamwork Arts of New Delhi, gave a lecture
on the "Opportunities for Performing Arts and Music Cultural Industries in India" and performing arts
and music groups and companies from Madrid and Castile and Leon participated in a workshop on
internationalization. The Workshop / Seminar was organised by Casa de la India, the cultural association,
Asociación Redes Transculturales Kalarte, Valladolid City Council and the University of Valladolid within the
framework of a programme for the internationalisation of cultural industries funded by the Spanish Ministry
of Education, Culture and Sport, and with the collaboration of Teamwork Arts (New Delhi), ARTESACYL, the
Castile and Leon Performing Arts Association and the Castile and Leon Regional Government.

COLLABORATION IN THE GASTRONOMICAL ENCOUNTER EUSKADI-INDIA
IN THE BASQUE CULINARY CENTER
MAY 9, SAN SEBASTIÁN
Casa de la India collaborated with the Colours of Calcutta Foundation to organise a charity dinner to
raise funds for this NGO which works in the neighbourhood known as "the City of Joy" in Kolkata,
India. The prestigious chefs who made this fusion dinner possible were: Martín Berasategui, Dani López,
Maite Partido, Phillippe Lafargue and Antachan Manjaly Ouseph. During the dinner, the short film
La Alfombra Roja (The Red Carpet) by Manu Fernández and Iosu López was shown and lighter cultural
entertainment was provided by a performance of the South Indian classical dance Bharata Natyam
by Monica de la Fuente.

COOPERATION WITH THE VALLADOLID CHAMER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
OCTOBER 16
In the wake of the signing of the MoU between the Valladolid Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
Casa de la India in June 2014, a further agreement was signed to promote economic and trade relations
between Maharashtra, India and Spain, naming Girish Bhagat as the Chamber’s representative in this
Indian state.
The aim of this first visit to Valladolid in his capacity as representative of the Valladolid Chamber of
Commerce and Industry was therefore for Mr Bhagat to collate information on the corporate structure
of Valladolid and its main sectors of interest in order to facilitate dialogue and relations with Indian
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companies. The Chamber of Commerce prepared the day’s itinerary with a programme of visits to
Boecillo Technological Park, the University of Valladolid’s Scientific Park and to winegrowing companies
in the region interested in entering the Indian market.
With the signing of the MoU between Casa de la India and the Valladolid Chamber of Commerce and
Industry in June 2014 and continuing activities such as this, the hope is to strengthen relations between
the two institutions and to work together to improve the economic and business opportunities for
Spanish companies at a local and national level.

PARTICIPATION IN THE I SPAIN-INDIA FORUM
DECEMBER 3 & 4, MADRID
Guillermo Rodríguez, Director of Casa de la India, participated in the I Spain-India Forum "Sustainable
Cities and Transport Networks for the Generations to Come".
This forum was organised by the Spain-India Council Foundation with the aim of promoting institutional
dialogue, boosting bilateral collaboration and encourage business exchange between India and Spain.
The forum allowed open dialogue between the representatives of the participating different countries
with regard to urban development and transport infrastructures. Urban government, urban sustainability,
urban transport systems and high speed railway were identified as priority areas.
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